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THE INTERPRETED WORLD 

 

 
(amid drawings by Seth Depiesse on my desk) 

  

 

 It is May the twenty-fourth, year two-thousand-and-eleven, twelve-thirty-six in the afternoon, 

the man sits at a desk contemplating fragments of language from his own notebooks and journals, from 

Rilke, from Cixous, from Virginia Woolf and Ronald Sukenick, from Lu Chen and hundreds of others, 

and a pair of sketched drawings by an artist local to him. 

 

 If the man is to continue to work and not only learn, he must find a way to begin, to invent and 

to let go (conclude?).  He must learn to make something, and, ideally, something that might interest 

someone other than himself.  Preferrably, even, plural someones, many persons, who might actually not 

only be interested or appreciative of what he knows, what he writes, how he says, but actually grow to 

desire it, to pay enough money for what he invents or sets down (inscribes) that he might eat, support 

his family, AND continue studying, thinking, observing, listening, reading, learning, and transforming 

all of that into language on a page, handwritten, then typed and printed, then mailed, and so on, (TIME), 

into more hands of more people who, for all their own reasons, also want to possess his knowledge, 

experience and style as their own. 

 

 This is a very common problem of persons living in commodity commerce systems who do not 

possess a necessary craft.  Are arts necessary?  Are records of human experience and knowledge 

necessary?  Is creativity?  Philosophy?  Language?  For society and commerce to continue? 

 As necessary as food?  Shelter?  Transportation  Education?  Garbage disposal?  Insurance?  

Communication?  Entertainment? 

 

 The man supposes it depends on the human group, culture, value systems, needs and situations: 

WHAT IS NECESSARY. 

 

“Paradise may be an island.  But it is hell too.” (Judith Schalansky) 

 

Scribere necesse est, vivere non est (only that which is written about has really happened) 

 

“Do you not understand yet? 

Fling from your arms the emptiness 

into the spaces we breathe... 

 

...we aren't very comfortably at home 

in our interpreted world.” 

Rainer Maria Rilke 



“Fragment after Fragment” 
 
 
 

“Like any other man 
 

I was born with a knife 
in one hand 

and a wound in the other” 
-Gregory Orr 

 
 
 
 

“Mark the first page of the book with a red marker. 
For, in the beginning, the wound is invisible.” 

-Edmond Jabes 
 
 
 
 

“Ladies and gentlemen, once again I would like to begin with the wound.” 
-Joseph Beuys 

 
 
 
 

“All creation proceeds from the flux of creation and destruction.” 
-Heraclitus 

 
 
 
 

“We can fault the I – or at least the text – for not being aware of its own instability... 
...or can something stable emerge from the shaky matrix on which it is based?” 

-Ander Monson 
 



 We erupt.  Like a knife, like a wound.  We tear our way out of the womb.  We have 
begun. 
 To write is to take on an other.  A persona imagined – the activity of the writing body.  
To borrow, invent or steal (usually a little of all three) worlds and sources and experiences. 
 Creation.  Destruction.  Flux. 
 The world, in writing, is language.  None of it is “true,” nor does it make sense in such 
terms.  It is activity, being, neither true nor false, but is. 
 
 “we can fault the I – or at least the text -...” 
 
 However we can fault the I or at least the text, for its instability.  The flux inherent in 
person-writing-text.  Perhaps the I is knife and wound, the knife of invention/action and wound 
of the tearing/separation.  Wound of alone, all one, wound of worlds of ones. 
 
 To break away, out.  To rip holes in the self and the world.  Language – blades: self, 
world. 
 
 Writing, a personful present, dependent on a person, depending on a person being 
present.  Text a personless present.  Writing a proliferation of persons, an activity or mode in 
language, of persons, not necessitating presence as text, multiplication of individuality... 
 
 “the purpose of poetry is to remind us how difficult it is to remain just one person, 
(shaky matrix) for our house is open, (begins with a wound a liminal path) there are no keys in 
the doors (instability) and invisible guests come in and out at will” 
-Ars Poetica, Czeslaw Milosz 
 
 The act of writing (person.writing.text) shaky matrix of instability...freedom. 
 
 
 We emerge.  As a knife, a wound, through our language (I.you.text.gesture. mark).  
Which begins.  Creation.  Destruction.  Flux.  The long sundering of the I, the globing bubble 
of a You, and the mark, the word, suture and sword, possible elusive relation... 
 “skewed lines of the 'third' situated perilously between the intelligible and the sensible 
realms...to be traced” -J.D.'s Ghosts, David Applebaum 
 
 “Such is the strange 'being' of the sign: half of it always 'not there' and the other half 
always 'not that.'  The structure of the sign is determined by the trace or track of that which is 
forever absent”  -Of Grammatology introduction, Spivak 
 
 “All letters give form to absence” -Edmond Jabes 
 
as absent.  The freedom, strange terrible breathless space that nowhere is – everywhere, 
presence marked (traced) in its absenting (person-writing-text). 
 
 So that, the person becomes an occasion (writing act) for the making and leaving of 
tracks, letters, traces, markers of what is not there and not that...strokes of a pen as the 
presence (shaky matrix of flux) of absence (instability) 
 
 “Thus a directive: not to make mistakes as to signs, or as to the tempo of these signs.  



And to leave live traces, as scrupulous and irrefutable as possible, in the wake of each line – 
traces to be replayed, reviewed, reanimated by a reading sympathetic to those signs, to their 
movement, and to their power of resonance” -Claude Ollier 
 
 Relation (person-writing-text, reading-traces). 
 
 “and language, Nietzsche reminds us, is notoriously unable to get at reality (shaky 

matrix of instability; creation-destruction-flux, “everything is in a state of change” - Joseph Beuys).  It 
simplifies and distorts, concealing at least as much as it reveals...words, like a hall of mirrors, 
reflect only each other and in the end point back to the conditions (shaky matrix) of their users 
(unstable)” -Nietzsche, Philip Novak 

 
“a book will, then, not tell the truth; it will have effects and be worked upon” 

-Stephen Melville 
 

 
 Power of resonance.  “wishing language to be any sort of recognition” (Jasper Johns).  
Relation, personful, without persons present simultaneously (“skewed lines of the 'third,'” mark, 

signal, tracks in snow of paper) 
 

 “a field of possibilities,...'ambiguous' situations (shaky) open to all sorts of operative 
choices and interpretations” -Umberto Eco 
 
 “the idea of the book, which always refers to a natural totality, is profoundly alien to the 
sense of writing” -Jacques Derrida 
 
 Knife, wound, beginning, person, presence, action, unstable sources and media, 
gestures, traces, ambiguity...freedom, limitation, personless absence, sympathetic 
resonance... 
 
 “a book also has no object.  As an assemblage, a book has only itself, in connection 
with other assemblages (ambiguous shaky matrices) and in relation to other bodies without 
organs.  We will never ask what a book means, as signified or signifier, we will not look for 
anything to understand in it.  We will ask what it functions with, in connection with what other 
things it does or does not transmit intensities, in which other multiplicities its own are inserted 
and metamorphosed, with what bodies without organs it makes its own converge” - Stephen 
Melville 
 
 Sympathethic resonance, transmitted intensities, 
 
 “a book about nothing...” (Flaubert) and “nothing is our principle concern” (Jabes) as 
real as images in a mirror, person-writing-text-reading-traces 
 
 
 “the writer's territory from the start (wound and blade) no end of unknowns (absence, 

nothing) of equations (shaky matrices) and possible solutions (multiplicities metamorphosed, all 

sorts of choices and interpretations)...multiplicity and multivalence are the measure of reality” -
Robert Musil 
 



 Something erupts, emerges (like a knife, a wound, a womb, a resonance), “readers 
and writers united in their need for solitude, in their pursuit of substance in a time of ever-
increasing evanescence: in their reach inward, via print, for a way out of loneliness” (Jonathan 
Franzen) transmitted intensities, personless presence, personful absence, marked, traced.  
“in which actions and ideas are inseparable from sensations and emotions” (Robert Musil) “we 

can fault the I – or at least the text -” 
 
 “Ladies and Gentlemen, once again I would like to begin with the wound” 
 
 “We are struggling with language. 
   We are engaged in a struggle with language.” (Ludwig Wittgenstein) 
 
 “Such is the strange 'being' of the sign” half not there, not that, half a marker of 
absence, “a book about nothing” transmitting intensities in the power of resonance “what I 
want to say is that to be a sign a thing must be dynamic not static” (Wittgenstein) 
 

person-writing-text-reading-tracks 
everything exists in a state of change 

hints, suggestions, residue?  something?  nothing?  'third'? 
 

 a “line” of writing? “can something stable emerge?” that two or more bodies without 
organs (shaky matrices) might hang onto both ends, grab hold mind over hand over mindhand? 
be present to? in a “boundless thicket...of context” (Musil) the “rich thicket of reality” (William 
James) bottomless abysme of flux, created and destructing ever at once as it absents 
 we can fault the I – or at least the text, “the intense significance of some sort, of the 
whole scene (personwritingtextreadingtraces) if one could only tell the significance” (Stephen 
Rowe on William James) 
 
 “But nobody's writing (a book about nothing).  To take word after word, in a deliberately 
slow movement, to the end of a sentence (a line), to a collapse (destruction), to a brilliant, 
infinitessimal flash (creation).  A flash so intangible (bodies without organs) that the heart stops 
in a strange joy (transmitted intensity) and even the mind is hardly able to find its match in any 
possible repetition (resonance in a state of change) – none of these repetitions (“events do not 

repeat themselves but are infinitely variable and individual”-Musil) would be able to grasp its 
exploding dispersal (boundless thicket), when nothing appears in the place of the anticipated 
emergence, when something like suspended speculative dust takes an endlessly long time to 
fall out on objects, anticipations, things and memories (we can fault the I) – on the one hand 
(not there, not that, the wound) preserving them (tracks, traces) rendering them eternally 
invulnerable, and on the other (the knife, gesture, mark), altering their outlines perhaps by the 
very quality of inevitable permanence (mark the first page...with a red marker) in the 
incompleteness of expected transformation (a way out of loneliness)...something that failed to 
become a thing of existence (profoundly alien to a sense of writing)...as difficult to describe life's 
components (multiple, multivalent flux) as it is to describe the compositions of any given thing, 
its projections, shadows, and time (shaky matrices)” -Arkadii Dragomoshchenko 
 
 The knife, the wound, the struggle with language (“the area of the individual's reactivity 
(writing) to the world and other individuals...the realm of the idea (bodies without organs)” (Musil) 
- the community of readers and writers, “and the way in which members of this community 
recognize each other is that nothing in the world seems simple to them” (Franzen) 



 
person-writing-text / reading-traces-following-tracks 

 
 “I mention this because...it came to me for the first time that the miracle (infinitessimal 

flash) was not the matter of quantity but the fact that the event had never left the present 
(personless track).  Parts of it keep appearing.  I have begun to have glimpses of what I am 
doing (person-writing-text) crossing the place (reader of tracks, personless present, writer's territory, 

field of possibilities, unknowns) where they all have been satisfied (knife, wound, womb) and still 
finding fragment after fragment” 

-W.S. Merwin 
 

 But nobody's writing... 
 



OUT 

 

 

 I could not help but cry out. 

 I wanted, seems I needed. 

 (They say infants cannot live more than…without…) 

 What did I want?  Or possibly need? 

 What did I expect crying out would do? 

 The “I” the “cry” the “out” 

 the “need” the “want.” 

 All questions.  All words. 

 

 Perhaps. 

 

 A “perhaps” pre-conscious being, wee and wriggling in a tiny bed, flexing and stretching, 

stuttering jittery gestures “out” from the red oval of its thick little torso, its weight of being, center of 

gravity, almost grasping…face flushed and agitated, “cries” – wails, screes, 

 …tiny vibrating thing struggling and shaking… 

 …at nothing…at absence… 

 Does the cry begin an “I”?  Introduce an inside, an outside? 

 And what was the noise like in the cranium that produced it? 

 Was it crashingly brash and mind-shivering after months of deeply muffled sounds 

muddled in its own enclosed sea?  Or did it remain beneath and vague, dull rumblings like far sky-

thunder? 

 and it’s clearly a catastrophe, an apocalypse, you should hear it in here – suffocated or 

cymballically resounding – either way these are the tremors and explosions of great wars going on in 

this miniature cranial kingdom, 

 pressures and reverberations and gigantic signal and noise because “I,” yes “I” - this 

organic squealing seed of an alien, purpled red and trembling - WANT!  

 I don’t know what, but it seems readily evident that it involves a “you” already, or where 

is the point of the urge to make it known?  To ex-press?   And the “you” must already also be a “who” 

to have the possibility of volition to respond. 

 and what’s to prevent “you” from wailing your very own “I cry out” into your hands with 

such volume, crumpled there on your bed, that my announcements go unheard? 

 Who will help us?  Isn’t everyone a victim, ultimately? 

  When my skin hammers the edge of the next concrete step, flays open and begins 

pulsing its expression down my leg, getting the inside out, some ancient Greek concept of signifier and 

signified (of which these terms being written are still further removed) my lungs huff, throat tightens, 

jaw loosens, tongue darts out of the way and vibrations burst through my teeth like a massive tree trunk 

popping, giving way, 

 Where or to whom is this invocation aimed, if not simply to “you” my imaginary ghost-

friend from preschool dark nights and solitary playgrounds, my lack of siblingy sinew and absence of 

likeminded peers in the farmlands, my unreliable (or perhaps not) pet dog, or even to create an echo in 

the vacuum of my own head, 

 “Mother - !!!” 

 Whether or not the infant’s cry is answered, garners a response, (perhaps there is/was no 

“mother” to perceive the demented shrieks) isn’t really the point, point being, the point of being, that “I 

(you) cry out.” 

  



 We vomit, bleed, piss and shit. 

 It gets out.  We “get” out. 

 I imagine a two-button anthropological theory where my being is some double-sided 

pressure system that when squeezed forcefully enough emits, makes us sound. 

 

 

 

 

    Pleasure                                      Pain 

 

  

 

 

 And to whom or wherefore the emission? 

 

 For years I practiced a quiet and concentrated, superior and servile engagement in sexual 

activity.  Duly warned of orgasm’s greed with distorted names like “premature,” “slam-bam,” 

“selfishness” and “sin.”  I would neither “give in” to the little deaths, nor agree to “go first,” but would 

manipulate the other body’s addiction and preferences, a kind of preemptive strike, thus pushing the 

button for sighs and moans without knowledge (understanding?) 

 for when I laid off the fear and became fully participant in these escapades – I would 

grown and huff and deeply growl as overcome 

 

 and the suspicion is that what might be called speaking, these signifiers, sounds, say 

language, intended more than some biologically stomped-foot-pump gush of air over variant tensings 

of wires and a rippling palate… 

 

 I cried out 

 Which, I’m inferring, implies direction. 

 

 Another way of saying the skull-sized kingdom is not large enough to account for… 

      for…? 

 

 I recall climbing a mountain way above treeline, rocky, windy, solitary and well, fearsome, 

awe-full.  I must have been around twelve years old, had encountered a grizzly bear (diverted just long 

enough by a crushed can of tuna and a potently electrical thunderstorm) everything only increasing my 

determination to scrape, pull, slide and scruff my way to the pointy pinnacle of this beast 

 After hours of effort for a few hundred feet of thinly oxygenated ground, I laid flat at a 

height I’d never risen to of my own power before.  I looked out.  Around.  Up (only sky).  Down 

(everything that was).  I spun as if in flight.  I stripped to nakedness – the cold hard wind helped the 

grandiose illusion 

 

 Sometimes both buttons are compressed fully, at once. 

 And what happened did not fit into my cranium. 

 I bellowed.  I yawped.  I sang, giggled, cried. 

 Way out. 

 

 And here I am, cradling a tiny thing I had some magical part in creating, both buttons at 

once, and again I cry, and the tears are rolling in one direction only – out. 

 



 

 And this woman that I am coming to know (who introduced me to “crying out” in orgasm) 

says something to me that supports and sustains me in my forty-year-old intimate understanding of 

limitations and of feeling resisted by the world, and I stare, I listen, and I gaze at her eyes, these 

tumultuous blue-grey windows to something that seems for all the world infinite and incomprehensible 

to me, both buttons at once, and I look and I look, and I hear whisping about the walls of the castle in 

the kingdom of my skull this something she just said, and I can’t quite believe it, and sometimes as it 

circles around I can’t believe it at all, it seems preposterous even, but some, some turns of the phrase 

slip through really old cracks in the walls in there and slither leak down somewhere and begin settling 

in in there, in a there I could not draw a map to if my life depended on it, and it does, and I keep 

looking into a similar there I am thinking hoping and I’m hearing whatever it is she has said to me, and, 

at least partially it is becoming a part of me, and, in spite of myself, then, there, now, I find that, in the 

midst of all of this, all this here there in now… 

 

 …I could not help but cry out… 

 

 
 

 

 

 



TAKING IT IN 

 

 
“The key is the idea that you can have writing without language...expanding our whole 

concept of writing to include kinds of expression beyond the reach of language alone, 

and, more important, kinds of intelligence” 

-Ronald Sukenick 

 

“...a directive: not to make mistakes as to signs, or as to the tempo of these signs. 

And to leave live traces, as scrupulous and irrefutable as possible, 

in the wake of each line – traces to be replayed, reviewed, reanimated 

by a reading sympathetic to those signs, to their movement, 

and to their power of resonance.” 

-Claude Ollier 

 

 

        is what I said. 

 

 

 

 

 

Deliberately and straightforwardly, I took my time composing this, because I wanted to be that clear.  It's 

important.  That you don't think    

 

          for example, 

 

or that I really meant 

 

 

 

            or somesuch. 

 

I am thinking that this is how this works: this           these          so you can look, hold, take it/them in.       

 

Dialogue, no?  Or, image?  Signifier(s)? 

 

Me to You...Me          You   Indication. Expression. Inference, reference, commandquery. 

 

 

 Perhaps you don't recognize?  This gesture, that tone, my movement, gait, lilt or line? 

 

Must be some reference here (there). 

 

 What about: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

 

IMAGE 

 

 

IMAGES 
“We can't 
capture any- 

thing.  

Especially 
what we 

can't put into 

words.” 
-Lynne 

Tillman 
IMAGE 

 

“I'm 
wishing 

language to 

be any sort 
of 

recognition.

” 
-Jasper 

Johns 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 



1.  Your name here _________________________________________________ 

2.  How did you come by “name” written above? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  How do you “know” what's written in the box?     

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

4.  What do the last lines you have written “mean”? 

 

 Simple questionaires like the above abound in my line of work.  Lines of work: pencil-pushing, paper-

shuffling day in day out (nights too) on different surfaces (sometimes apparently no surface at all – what is called 

“thinking” or “mind”?) 

 Variously “called” Word-games, Infinite Questions, Arguments for truth, Writing.  I've even come across 

the “title” Interrogation – I suspect this refers to something like Irrigation, or “being saturated in terror.”  It's 

almost my job to trya and figure this out, or employ your help as a sort of survey or random test group.  Except 

that everyone does this.  I simply write some of it down. 

 Records Room?  History?  Science?  Or some mass assemblage, a kind of hermeneutic epistemological 

grammar dictionary, of sorts?  Encyclopedia?   

 Or, I just do as I'm told, rather, in telling I do. 

 

 Feel free to fill in and submit – give it some time and thought, really! 

 

Sincerest thanks, 

 

 

 

 

 

Text box 

“the use of 

the word in 

the language 
is its 

meaning” 
-Ludwig 

Wittgenstein 

theory 

philology 

linguistics 

philosophy 

sociology 



 

 wrote this as well. 

 

“Thinking” (mental affect or functioning?), perhaps I should describe this part of my job. 

 

 Variety. 

 Spontaneity. 

 Arbitrary and contiguous. 

 

 For instance, I think sounds.  Like deep and large grey-blue-black bodies (of water) roiling.  Or 

variegations of rainfall from pitter-patters to thudsplats, downpours to whispering mists and drizzles.  A clarinet.  

A piano.  Tom Wait's croon. 

 Colors (obviously) also.  Suess-moods of yellow, pink, grey and brown. 

 And quotations – the haunted mind, these past minutes, for instance: 

 

“a man has been through an experience, now he is looking for the story of his experience...” 

-Max Frisch 

 

“when we ask him why he has written his book, he has only one answer: 

'to try and find out why I wanted to write it.'” 

-Alain Robbe-Grillet 

 

“the text portrays, the picture speaks” 

-J.D. McClatchy 



“the world is a fusion of possible shadows...a necessary truth, not an explanation... 

there is no empty world” 

-Jacques Roubaud 

 

“we might say that in fog the physical universe approaches the condition of the imagination” 

-Elaine Scarry 

 

“The place I really have to get to is a place I must already be at now” 

-Ludwig Wittgenstein 

 

“Evidence exhausts the truth” 

-Georges Braque 

 

“For the question 'who am I?' creates a need.  And how does one satisfy that need? 

To probe oneself is to recognize that one is incomplete.” 

-Clarice Lispector 

 

“'I' am one term in the relation 'You and I' which constitutes both the 'I' and the 'You.'” 

-John MacMurray 

 

“When, as a child, I wrote my name for the first time, 

I knew I was beginning a book” 

-Edmond Jabes 

 

“Any problem that has an answer isn't important enough” 

-Gary Miranda 

 

“Writing is an assault on the frontiers” 

-Franz Kafka 

 

“But nobody's writing.” 

-Arkadii Dragomoshchenko 

 

 and so on, by the boxes full, to weave, retrieve, revive, look closer, listen 

 while I think about fields and planes, crosshatched, poured, dripped, drug and stroked by brushes, 

glimmering swollen frames-ful of magenta-black-brown, purples yellows and greens...interacting, confusing, 

finding their rest. 

 Or the feeling at the hiccup of a footfall, quick absent gulp of air and the void of awareness as a toddler, 

knee grinding ground amid chuckles laughter and coos at your incessant clumsiness.  Inability.  Pain. 

  

 Or her hand, scarred and silken, mix of cream and remnants of strawberry yogurt, attached to a fragil 

wrist that's endured four decades without fracture, cucumber-smoothe forearm and elbow (quietest hinge in the 

world) on up the floral-scented cylinder to the marble ball of her shoulder, delicately-tendon'd neck, lips lips 

eyes... 

 

 Or what experience?  What ontology?  Who Nietzsche?  Why ideas?  How perception?  And so on... 

 

 My job as well, and all at once...”integrated parallelism” (Roman Jakobsen), “dialogical heteroglossia” 

(Mikhail Bakhtin), “transactional rapport” (Umberto Eco), when you can find it or fashion it so 

 

 But not all vocation is vocable. 

 

 

Semiotics? 
 

Criticism? 

Anthropology? 
 

Aesthetics? 

phenomenology 

psychology 

anatomy 

Physiology? 

“to tell a story 

has become 
strictly 

impossible” 
-Robbe-Grillet 



 Then I turn to marks or song, encounter, play and attention.  I touch, I hear, I observe.  When I'm really 

lucky I might feel, and what chore that is to trace! 

 For this is something like being human, I think, sons and daughter, artistry and education, absorption and 

opening out.  It's all about relation, the betweens, the instants, here, and now. 

 Behavior and action in time and space with, always with (even if you cannot see them). 

 

 Loves, world, living things, dead things, imaginings, hearsay, knowledge and facts.  Hunches.  

Everything part of now part of everything, ripple, wind, structure, air, earth, persons.  Abstraction is easy, not 

certain is normal, if anything is, would seem breathing and movement and love.  Centrifugal/tripetal, chaotic 

weft. 

 

 Listen to the languages... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A story problem 

life? 

        narrative inquiry emotion 

multiplicity 

     contingency 

         relatively 

speaking 

 

 If the word is a bundle of time compressed of its air. 

Freeze-packed, dehydrated 

kernel 

Add water 

  or blood. 

     Make it fluid 

         Restore 

Hydrate 

H2O language 

 

The line invents space and time 

Marks here and there (which is always here for someone) 

  in and out 

      and duration 

           up and down 

(“abstraction?”) 

 

    gives instruction 

         is code 

strife 
love 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 



confesses love 

 

is message 

 

    maps     plans 

strategy          dissection    encircles 

 

twist and turn the lines, curl and unfurl them 

MAKE STRAIGHT and build with them 

  or picture       or notate            or equate (=) 

    or wander and track 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart.  Copy.  Follow.  Ask. 

Play.  Invent.  Divide. 

Lines.  Marks.  Gestures.  Fabrications.  Discoveries. 

 

“Philology” - the work of languages and lover of words 

 “Semiology” - signlanguage 

   “Author” - language composer 

 

 

Is it any wonder that a book says 

“In the beginning was the Word”? 

 primacy, prototype, form 

(as concept, sign or bird's flight scribble?) 

Twombly's grasses in wind 

notes on the chalkboard 

the birth certificate's “your name here______” 

“Mommy” 

    “Thou shalt” 

        “Welcome” 

but before that came action 

behavior 

deed 

 

Writing is an action is painting I math is action is thinking is saying is reaching is making is investigating is 

reasoning is experimenting is playing is dreaming is work. 

is present 

is happening 

is becoming 

is distance 

is matter and energy          chaos informed 

 

 

 
image 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES wholistic? 

systemic 

creative? 

empirical? 

reasoning 

deductive? 

sensations 

Goethe 

The use of a 

word in a 
language is 

its meaning 
-Wittgenstein 

(is time) 

or not 

(is space) 

“grammar describes usage of a sign in particular episodes of language” 
-Wittgenstein+Saussure- 



 Sun spatters through cloud, through leaves of trees, making otherwise unbearable summer heat a little 

less so.  Friends do that as well, even if not providing shade or breeze.  Also water, children, popsicles, fans. 

 

  Valuation. 

Determination. 

Preference. 

 

“Being-in-the-world”  “Being-with”  “Being-for-itself”  “Being-as-such”      etc.. 

 

“nomenclative” propensity? 

metaphysics? 

religion? 

or a quest to know, not describe, explain, define? 

 

When I first call you “friend” (exponentially what possibly occurs?) 

saying is action 

 

Experience / Reciprocation 

encounter 

 

 What is (which are?) relieved in summer's heat? 

       What does “comfort” mean? 

 

My children.  Neighbor children laughing.   Bells of the ice cream truck.   Shirtless wife. 

and water hose. 

Tree's canopy 

 

(the question of mind as behavior) 

Heidegger 

observing 

behavior one 

observes the 
soul 
-Wittgenstein 

grammar is 

essence 
-Wittgenstein 

even without 

ice cream! 

in each case 



 

 When I wrote this I was...(I have no idea!).  I remember being encouraged to see what ink was like 

(behavior) as a medium, given a variety of brushes, some water, some pastel crayons, a spray bottle and some 

rough brown paper from an album + myself = (above) 

 in which you cannot tell only black ink was used – printer's confusion of blue/black, nor silvered crayon 

and paintbrush handles scribbling divets back into a sloppy wet pliable paper that was wadded up while moist to 

increase its texture – the electronics interpreting it in this reproduction like a sort of chiaroscurro. 

 What is real then?  The original crispy dry crumpled dark burnished paper with thick black lines and 

ghosts of markings or the image flat here and grey-blue'd-green'd, paper washed out, blacks greyed and fuzzy, 

bends and folds as scumble? 

 Or they are two different things, of the same thing.  If I laid them side by each it is clear they are not 

“copies.”  So this now is a collaborative piece of man and machine? 

 

 What does (might, even) it “mean” or “express” as it enters myriad “particular instances” outside of the 

specific situation of its original performance (in-formance, in-scription)? 

 As many persons as open this page now de-sign and re-a-sign it?  signifier and significance?  And you 

reader will (may) do it again later today, or right now at the end of this paragraph or linguistic unit or next week, 

tomorrow, four years from now (relatively). 

 

 What becomes of the object, sign?  I would have to make up its significance just as much as you now.  If 

it signified something.  Or referenced - ? 

 Your guess is as good as mine – your language(s), my language(s), ours.  Perhaps we could construct 

language together about it in dia- or multi- logue, “heteroglossia” simultaneous significance 

again and again 



forging toward agreement or compromise or collision, collusion              that we might call “communication.”  

Commutiny?  Truth to each self, together? 

Synchronicity? 

“Identity-in-difference?” 

(Derrida, Saussure, Wittgenstein, abyss...) 

 

 I needed a form to play chaos off of. 

The blank page was too much. 

I needed to (wanted to) learn how black printer's ink ran, moved, lay on brown construction-like paper. 

Strokes, splats, folds, copies 

I pretended toward balance. 

Equal representation or suggestion 

Openness, risk, accident 

Repair 

(I must have hoped after I began) 

 

to write                       mark                   gesture 

volition            arbitrary             convention 

 

Like where to place these terms, utilized from our conventional communal toolbox or chess-set scrabble board, 

arbitrarily with the intention of attention, pace, pause, reflection – this word, this word with space to find 

boundaries, lines and sympathy, synchronicity, 

together 

same and different 

  Now.   

          Communication 

 

 And I will read/scan/observe/look/listen/touch...for similar reasons 

 

Some of this is called writing 

and can be found almost anywhere 

It's a thing we do 

Behaviour 

things being themselves 

like the zebra 

kind of an a-z of daily experience 

ecriture 

 

 

 

a kind of 
relation I've said these 

things before, 

feels 
repetitive, 

isn't, is it?  

now? 

reciprocity 

speech/lan-
guage 
synchronic 

behave 

everywhere 

“Literature 

simply reveals 
the human 

situation and 

the universe 
with which he 

is at grips” 
-Robbe-

Grillet 



NOBODY WRITES THE BEGINNING 

 

 

When it all began for him, he had merely set about to write.  Live?  Why yes, live he had, but not 

comprehensively, comprehensibly.  As yet Nobody did not have a name. 

 His living had indeed taken him far and wide, lofty and deep.  His range of experience seemed 

nigh incalculable or recordable.  But in its multiplicity it was incoherent, inconsistent. 

 Nobody's life felt unnameable. 

 The activities, conversations, meetings, learning, emotions and thoughts seemed all to occur 

across a vacuous silence – a continuum of sensations and happenings. 

 He thought that if he recreated them in matter, reproduced them as signs or symbols, messages 

or songs, even letters or essays, stories or fables, he might come to know something had taken place, 

even that he, Nobody the Unnamed, had been, was, might yet be, present in/to the world. 

 

 Where to begin? 

 

 Numbers, dates, ideas, feelings, facts, hearsay?  A map?  A painting?  Photographs?  Seated at a 

piano?  Or the first day he was able to read?  Where his father died?  (Was that really his father?  

Nobody never knew, for certain). 

 

 The irony or folding back:  spiteful laughjab at the sternum, as Nobody attempts to begin, to 

write, to conceive beginning, origin, source or cause, amid floods of inconsistent multiplicities and 

abysmal labyrinthine tracings and tracks, it quickly becomes apparent to him that the whole walk, rush 

or swim of living had been what now the effort of words has become - 

a struggle with language 

a searching, breathing, doing toward something itself unnameable 

 

 that he hadn't written before (except for filling boxes and piles of commonplace journals in 

which he inscribed quotations from lyrics, conversations, whispers, dreams and books he had read – 

that marked days, events, situations for him like pushpins on an anatomy chart or a grammar-school 

map of the world) 

 because the words he knew, even fabricated ones or borrowed ones, combinatory ones or 

collapsed ones...the sounds of his mouth and breath or even inner ear never equated his experience, be 

it feeling or fact. 

 

 So “in the beginning” he could not write, and beside, “in the beginning” he had done, been, 

acted.  So “in the beginning was the deed” (he'd marked one day from Goethe) turned out, again, to 

seem true – from his parents (whoever they were) intercourse and subsequent conception to the wave of 

God's hand over the waters, or some magnificent and infinitessimal blast out of void. 

 

 Nobody thought it might begin or have begun for him once he could write about, into, or out of 

“it.”  Nobody realized simultaneously that “it” was unnameable. 

 

 Persons had spoken to him, their voices still reverberate.  Dogs had chased and bitten him, 

family held, teachers taught, friends befriended and abandoned him.  Children opened their arms. 

 Nobody heard music, particular music, and kept lists of the compositions and composers, titles 

and bands. 

 He'd read voraciously since he was six or seven and had traveled over half of the world.  

Climbed mountains,  made songs, made love, laughed, matriculated.  Played sports, dreamt dreams, 



held jobs, all this could be found out, revisited, improvised...but in the presence of it, and in the 

memory “it” all remained “inconsistent multiplicity,” “axiomatic,” metaphysical. 

 

 Nobody copied: 

“All these parables really set out to say merely that the incomprehensible is 

incomprehensible, and we knew that already” 

Franz Kafka 

 Nobody knew that, already. 

 

 So he read some more, lived some more. 

 Nobody has a large family (relatively). 

 

 Nobody is married to his third wife also his partner (possibly a business, hopefully – they paint 

and write together and have come to think of it as “art”  well, nobody's wife is genuinely very gifted 

and talented and skilled and has flashing brilliance when materials are available to her, also a therapist 

of the soulish (psychological) kind, she's a real Somebody you bet you (and she has a name) (yet 

nobody can get words around “it” - what makes her “her” and what she “is” to him and so forth)) she is 

Something!  And Somebody! 

 And another dead end when nobody attempts to bring language or writing toward her, or even 

toward approximating (as he thinks of it, hoping it will ease the burden of the task he feels impelled 

and compelled toward) in other words, nobody feels that if he could even loosely analog “her” (the 

most important and constantly present entity in his existence) he might feel surer, “better?”, present in 

his life, not at this remove. 

 Nobody thinks of Peter Handke. 

 Thinks back in a journal to: 

“if the pressure of everything around him when his eyes were open was bad, 

the pressure of the words for everything out there when his eyes were closed was even worse” 

 

 Or the pressure of the finding or creating the words for the “out there” he thinks, which he 

believes is not really “out there” as in separated from him, but in fact he is part of, infinitely connected 

(maybe not literally) but uncountably and inconsistently yet multiply 

 

 Why this compulsion instigation to craft words like ligaments where already significance and 

connection exists?  (as in all things already always conjunctively related, attached, belonging inherently, 

“axiomatically,” more extensively, deeply (multivalently?)...further than even Heidegger's minted 

words for these inexpressibles (Mitwelt = with-world; Mitsein = being-with? Dasein is they, Martin had 

written). 

  

 but it was more than that 

 and somehow nobody still felt (indescribably, unnameably) that finding or making language, 

gestures or marks for/around/toward - “adequate” to this pluraled multiplicitous relationship(s) of being 

(Being? - no, too high, lofty, unknown, “metaphysical”) 

 if he could label?  signify? tag any single element of what the webbing existence experience 

was (even “like” “approximate” “relatively” “metaphorically” “analogically” “descriptively”) SCRIPT 

SCRIBE CON-TEXT-UALLY re-present or present to himself 

 

 Where it all began for him, he had merely set about to write.  Live?  Why certainly, justifiably, 

testimonially, he had lived, but not comprehensively, comprehensibly.  As yet Nobody felt no presence 

materially, that is, mattered, 



 You see?  He wanted to fix encompassing matter (ink.concept.sign.symbol.paper).  Nobody 

wants to weave (anymore?evermore?)  Wants to connect comprehensibly (if not comprehensively, if 

that, as it seems, most certainly, is impossible) 

 Nobody begins to write (to try to write) in order to live.  Is that a true statement?  In order to 

begin?  To live? 

 

 This weaving nobody thought words could do.  Just pages past and clipped on his desk. 

 

“i know that words were never intended to carry the weight of what we know” 

Gary Miranda 

but did he not just attempt the carrying in that sentence?  Are writers all Cretins all liars by any attempt? 

 

 What does nobody want to say, tell, write, create with this voluptuous and apparently infinite 

ever-changing plastic malleable medium sign, mark, language, gesture, speech-act, never enough words 

like the effort of such a finely webbed net of sufficient size for even a simplest object or event that 

knowable nameable doesn't leak right past, out of, away 

 

 making it true that all Cretin writers are liars riddled as if in essence 

“so large a hope in all things / so dismal a conclusion” 

Rolf Jacobsen 

 

“in the yin and yang of a perfect world, fact and fiction are layered together 

like lovers intertwined in the heat of creation” 

Clark Worswick 

 

notes, quotations, references now attacking, flooding, insinuating, being recalled in nobody from all 

sides angles sourcings repeating the impossibility (utter and absolute) of his venture, quest, critical task 

(as it feels only-ness in/for him) 

“a man has been through an experience... 

...now he is looking for a story to go with it... 

...you can't live with an experience that remains without a story” 

Max Frisch 

yes! It's like that!  For nobody!  Living without a story, unwritten, unrecorded, unscribed, as if the 

experiencing of it was a trace and verbalizing or recounting or revisiting or attempting to attend to it 

proactively with a whole developing entity-ness actually was its erasure, deletion 

as if life were unapproachable 

and knowing 

feeling 

 

 but he could repeat others words and they felt/seemed somehow more accurate, adequate at 

least, like how Wittgenstein's “this complicated form of life” seemed to truthfully signify the all of it 

and so simply, directly 

 

 Nobody tries to write a sentence like Wittgenstein: I tried to write about something (he wanted 

to add more to the fact, more intention, explanation, evidence) “Evidence exhausts the truth” -Georges 

Braque- yes, nobody thought, yes it does, whatever the truth is, is that what I'm after?  I have a fact 

here:  I tried to write words about something.  I am trying. 

 

 And like Edmond Jabes' “all letters give form to absence” - the absence of the the things the 

“any 

problem that 
has an 

answer isn't 

important 
enough” 
-Gary 

Miranda 

“the only really 

difficult and 

insoluble 
problems are 

those which we 

cannot 
formulate 

because they 

have the 
difficulties of 

life itself as their 

content” 
-Franz Kafka 

a life of them!  

layers of them! 



letters are formed for. 

 

 It seems to nobody that something just is and it can't be learned, known or accounted for.  Not 

spoken about, written about, painted, acted out, sung, only done and not known whether or not it is 

done or being done or possible to do. 

  

 “Look closer.  Be braver” - Carole Maso is taped to the surface of his desk (which he has for the 

impossibility of writing) (even, apparently, feeling the right beliefs) 

 feels like a cheerleader with sparkling eyes and a glow, pom-poms and joy-spraying-hose-

nozzle of a mouth with gleaming teeth and lips 

 if nobody would keep doing-er...everything-er that there might possibly could be a breakthrough, 

a thread caught, a simple stitch, and if just one held then a layered weave pushing them tightly toward 

one another in approximation representing this complicated form of life 

 that flees as the pen strokes the word even that they (or it) present it or themselves by!! 

 “dog” (the particular dog vanishes) 

“Sparky the dog” (hundreds of thousands of dogs spurt 

up through every readers imagination, perceptive apparatus) 

“my Sparky the dog a crippled eleven-year-old German Shepherd with a blonder coat than most, 3.7 

feet tall, gray hairs sprinkled throughout the dark patches, bluish-green and grey expressive eyes, 118 

lbs, rear left leg damaged, tottery when rising or lying down, ears point-upwards still, nearly 2-ft long 

tail...here's a photograph!  Does a photograph do it?  Steal Sparky's soul for you so you know him (of 

him)?  No, only experiencing him, so why do I want (even habitually practice) to talk about/of Sparky 

to anyone? 

 Or my experience of pain or gladness? 

 Or my “self” or my wife or children or education or home or past or age or... 

 the subjects/concerns run away under the letters that belong to them. 

Nobody forms absence. 

 

 Where it all began for him, then, he had merely set about to write.  Nobody's writing.  As if 

from urge, critical need. 

 “I tried to write about something” he wrote, not feeling like a liar (writer.Cretin).  Looking 

closer, being braver, nobody has to wonder why. 

 

 Why does nobody want to write about something, a something inherently unnameable, an 

inconsistent multiplicity 

 believing with “so large a hope in all things” that “everything may be expressed with almost 

nothing at all” (Jean Fautrier) 

 moving so quickly to “so dismal a conclusion” that all the letters nobody writes continually 

“give form to absence.” indeed come to “nothing at all” 

 finding that “there is no place, not even in myth, of which we could speak truly, if with 

contradictions” (Jacques Roubaud) 

 relying on found words and phrases to get anywhere with anything at all like writing that 

nobody would think was in any sense truthful. 

 

“a book will then, not tell the truth; it will have effects and be worked upon” 

Stephen Melville 

 

 

 nobody though if only that, but still nobody asks why in the statement closest to fact: “I tried to 

“it is through 

the word we 
both 

question and 

define 
ourselves” 
-Rosemarie 

Waldrop 

“nothing is our 
principle 

concern” 
-Edmond Jabes 

“we can't capture 

anything.  
Especially what 

can't be put into 

words” 
-Lynne Tillman 

“language, 

Nietzsche 
reminds us, is 

notoriously 

unable to get 
at reality, it 

oversimplifie

s and distorts, 
concealing at 

least as much 

as it reveals” 
-Philip Novak 

“there is a 

nothing 
which 

demands to 

speak, 
nothing 

finds its 



write about something,” let alone a complicated form of life that language itself seemed to be like 

nobody's life – axiomatic, fruitless. 

 

 Why does nobody attempt the impossible? (anymore/evermore)  Shortening the truth/fact to “I 

tried to write.”  Nobody's writing, about nothing. 

 

Writer.Cretin.Liar. 

 

“the sort of writer we have more or less all become, desperate to write against writing, 

'man of letters makes his plea against letters,' then burying himself in literature 

with the hope of getting out of it, then no longer refraining from writing 

because he no longer has the possibility of communicating anything” 

Maurice Blanchot 

 

“a book about nothing, a book dependent on nothing external, 

which would be held together by the strenght of its style, 

just as the earth, suspended in the void, depends on nothing external for its support; 

a book that would have almost no subject, or at least in which the subject would be almost invisible” 

Gustave Flaubert 

 

 but he didn't have a style, he was nobody.  Now his wife and children, his friends, they were 

somebodies, but he couldn't write toward them without them absenteeing beneath the letters around 

their names.  “Nobody has style,” he thought, and yet nobody's writing. 

 

I tried to write. 

 

 mustn't it be about something? he thought, even if simply about itself or its impossible activity?  

Its disappearance?  Erasure?  Weave of absence or simultaneous leave-taking of content as the words 

are laid down?  A nothing-nobody-style? 

 

“I have confronted two abysms: one is nothingness...the other is the work” 

Stephane Mallarme 

 

he had merely set about to write. 

“But nobody's writing...” 

 

 Nobody kisses his wife (if somebody did! Boy he'd -) and feels “a renewed awareness of the 

complexity of the obvious” (Charles Altieri), wobbling between “Nothingness,” disappearance and “the 

Work,” writing, giving form to the absence of whatever nobody so dearly wishes to make real, evoke, 

be certain or assured of. 

 Nobody sets about to write, 

     entangled in endless beginnings, 

he reads: 

“it is difficult to find the beginning.  Or better: it is difficult to begin at the beginning. 

And not try to go further back” 

Ludwig Wittgenstein 

 

  

 When it all began for nobody without a name, he had... 

“how easy it is to 
lose our place when 

we think from the 
outside” 
-Charles Altieri 

“the real 

foundations of his 
enquiry do not 

strike a man at all. 

Unless that fact 
has at some time 

struck him.  And 

this means: we 



set about to write? 

or before that? 

or...? 

 
(nobody reads Wittgenstein...I mean really reads): 

 

“We are struggling with language. 

We are engaged in a struggle with language.” 

 

 nobody feels this, no begin, infinite regress, absence of what it was he was after, about to say, to 

enact toward... 

 and is reminded (again, in Wittgenstein): 

 

“You must bear in mind that the language game is so to say something unpredictable. 

I mean: it is not based on grounds.  It is not reasonable (or unreasonable) 

It is there – like our life – it is an ungrounded way of acting” 

in the rough ground of living, nobody writes. 

 

 Where to start stopping?  How to stop starting? 

        silent vacuous continuum 

   filled with the complexity of the obvious 

       at one time (and again and again) struck 

 

 urgency to write    bewilderment   no names for things 

no things beneath the terms 

nothing, really. 

no separations, correspondence, 

like life itself, 

it just is 

an ungrounded way of acting 

 

not whether “it” exists or not 

but how 

 

 Nobody has a headache, enormous grief and a giddy breathtaking hope 

  Nobody lies down (Cretin.writer.) 

           and dreams of a limited plenitude, a secure home 

of entities right before his eyes. 

 

And so it begins, nobody's writing(s) 

or, how we use language 

how it makes us 

this complicated form of life. 

“the place I 
really have to 

get to is a 

place I must 
already be at 

now” 
-Wittgenstein 



What it IS 

 

 

is all of these things, trying to explain, 

 the trees, the flowers (dying), the grass (needing mown), 

 in line at the store, filling with gas, last nights' remnant of dream (also the dreams from before, 

books read, voices heard/overheard/never heard), a multitude of feelings, the way she draws a heart, a 

star, what guilt feels like (now, then), the difficult struggle in parenting of love and direction, how 

language comes (or gesture, vocabulary or intonation), how silence, what we do with it, our decisions, 

who to love, where to live, how to say, what to smoke, when to fight, where to run, what to eat, why at 

all, what floating in a pool feels like (or a pond, a lake, the ocean), which music when, where, what we 

mean into it, the grades we make and receive, how we work, squirrels sounds and behaviours, what 

friendship is (might be), what is learned, absorbed, observed, what we touch, scents in closets (in 

bathrooms, at relatives, of genders or nationalities), associations, childhood, ambiguities, paintings and 

sculptures, religions or symphonies, taxes, liking to dance (or not), with people or alone, the postal 

service, how often, how much, your mother, who said so, aging, 

  trying to explain, 

 divorce, vocations, contradiction, philosophy, hunting, mountains, arrogance, wounds, broken 

bones (or hairline fractures), colors, fashion, changing the oil in the car (the mower, the boat), politics 

of oil of belief of emotions and opinions and genetics, diseases (like pleurisy and cancer and rust and 

decay), who family is, how you come by, sexuality, remorse, pleasure and pain and fences and 

institutions, architecture, advertising, electricity and electronics, pi, mohair, virtual and visual, palpable 

and “real,” poetry, names you can't remember (but what is it you remember), can't forget, incense, train 

rails, Marcia's hair (shimmer and idealized clarity), meat, diapers, rain and humidity, historical 

“accounting,” memory theory money, mythology, facts and things like rocks and apples, pears science, 

bronze, doorways, “home” or houses, dead presidents, Casio, intuition, astrology, newspapers, rotations, 

reciprocation and differences, if anything is the same, what repeat might mean, definitions, experience, 

gasoline, yogurt, how fast you run, if you have arms or legs or are able to see or hear, clouds, 

 to try to explain this, 

 there is more here.... 

    much more, 

      let's see, hear, touch, smell, feel 

  wonder.... 

and death too... 

to explain, include, describe 
imagine 



INSCRIPTION 

 

 He writes. 

 

 There are other activities, behaviors, conversations, occurrences, events or happenings, he 

assumes.  He assumes he experiences.  But he is sure, in some other way, that he writes.  In fact, he 

assures himself that other things might occur and/or possibly exist, by writing. 

 

 He writes. 

 

 To write is to inscribe, to note down, to mark.  It is to concretize, or attempt to materialize 

something ephemeral, things immediate or simultaneous, that is, NOW.  Whether memory or dream, 

thought or sight, touch, smell, sound or taste, emotion, imagination, all these so-called phenomena, 

become absent or pass away into past as they are occurring – there are very few permanent markings of 

existence.  Scars change (even if minutely) day by day.  One’s own children, face, lover, voice, eyes – 

all are changing, incrementally by the millisecond and are no more save the faulty and fantastic power 

of the mind…so… 

 

 He writes. 

 

 Scripture: things written.  The texts, sacred by nature (of having been written) he relies on, 

worships, believes in, are just such human attempts at ennobling happenings, staying them a moment, 

binding them forward for reflection, for furthering dialogue, for the possibility of knowing, learning or 

experiencing something via just such a sturdy and fragile preservation as language 

recoded…inscribed…notated…made a kind of flesh.  Without which how would one recognize?  

Repeat?  Reassure?  Represent?  Remember?  Were not the cognitions, petitions, surenesses, 

presentations and perceptions dismembered and fragmented and momentary as they are, to have any 

ongoing availability, a chance in hell at reassembly, reworking, rethinking, locatable at all? 

  

 He writes.  He reads. 

 

 Reads the river’s path, the squirrels track and scamper.  He reads carefully and intently his 

wife’s face, the lines about her smile, her eyes, the bends of her body, knuckles of her hands.  He reads 

his children’s intonations, concerns, statures.  Their expressing eyeballs, their laughter and tears.  He 

reads wind, reads sounds from the radio, the instruments; reads paintings, graffiti and billboards, reads 

that other lives have happened, reads letters and labels and the ripeness of fruit. 

 

 He reads, he writes, he studies. 

 

 He’s been seen in a shirt that states (for those who read) on the forward side: “I think, therefore 

I read,” and on the rear-facing: “I read, therefore I think,” and, apparently, this is his faith, or so 

 

 He writes. 

 

 To study must mean to revisit, go over, scrutinize and uncover.  Or hope to.  Verify, classify, 

inquire and suppose, propose, deduce.  Doubt.  He writes, he reads, he studiously questions.  Examines. 

 

 He writes. 

 



 For what it’s worth.  Which, apparently, is for him, his life.  That is, he attempts to solidify, if 

only to himself, as many details as he can, as he lives, feels, observes, experiences, of the world he is 

engaged in that enormous context in which he has his being; gigantified by media and technology 

beyond body and house and yard in which he dwells with a handful of persons, to a neighborhood of 

fairly regulated appearances and acquaintances, the information and encounters made necessary by his 

line of work, grocery stores, gas stations, postal services and bike lanes, on to imaginary lives of film 

and fiction, of world news and history, philosophies and religions, opinions and politics and scientific 

theories, the “universe,” commerce, and on and on and… 

  

 He writes. 

 He reads. 

 He thinks. 

 

 As far as he knows.  In other words, the only validation or valuation he has to consider that 

what he is participating in – this observing, analyzing, connecting, inventing, deducing, dreaming self-

reflexive content organizing nonstop  multivoiced corresponding resembling argumentation going on 

(as far as he can tell – “in his head”) and body – his guts definitely involved, and the knotted muscles 

of his neck, stiffened and curled nearly paralytic hand, aching shoulder, his lungs – the occasional 

shortness of breath from excitement or fear, his legs tingling to sleep or wakefulness, ah the pounding 

temple and intermittently tightened groin, comes from other humans intimations or reports of similitude, 

reference…amidst this grandiose chaos he finds (found?, no, finds) himself thrust in and weeding 

through is, so he reads, at least a sort of thinking, so he reads, so 

 

 He writes.  And apparently thinks/feels/believes (to some degree) 

 He writes. 

 

 Documentation.  It deluges his life world:  marriage license, education and medical and 

childcare and natural gas and electricity and insurance and foodstuffs and postage and nutritional and 

garbage and mortgage and drivers license and bills and bills and debts and income and taxes and 

literature and pamphlets and posters and paper and symbols and papers and symbols and screens and 

symbols and markings and pulp and shapes and papyrus and vellum and inks and lead and graphite and 

renderings and plans and equations and documents, documents, documents – to keep track, to be aware, 

to even begin to swim in it, he…adds more?!... 

 

 He writes. 

 

 Checks and affidavits and receipts and reports, and results and notes and lists and approvals and 

forms and requests and signatures and numbers and figures and permissions and letters and words and 

sentences and paragraphs and testimonies and diaries and journals and essays and annotations and 

quotations and queries and theses and dissertations and monologues and diatribes and opinions and 

narratives and poems and descriptions and accounts and histories and labels and signs and 

 

 He writes. 

 

 Yes “he,” this conundrum of bundles of known and unknown constituents, so-called “self” or 

“being” (nee writer) in relation to (with?) unimaginably uncountable atoms and molecules, particles, 

waves and quarks, sometimes packaged as persons or places or things or non-persons, “objects,” 

animals, trees, plants, images, non-places like utopia or outer space or Delvaux’s landscapes or ancient 

Mesopotamia, non-things like ideas, energy, absences, and voids ad-(well, it sure seems so)-infinitum 



at times  ad-nauseum, bewildering! 

 

 He writes. 

 

 Which must also mean, for him at least, to structure a framing device, a principle or practice of 

investigation, some ordering or evaluative possibility, a location or series whereby things might be 

collated, collaged, visualized, given form as if there were content, there might be (!?) but however 

could he know unless it pass through his body and he leave himself a trail, trails, gigantic ganglia of 

fine filaments and frazzling of lines, lines, lines, 

 

 He writes. 

 

 He writes “My Beloved,” “My child,” “Dear Father,” “Dear friend,” writes “Once upon a time,” 

writes “today I…” “I think” “I felt” “I heard.”  Writes “It has been said,” “in the beginning,” “at first,” 

“and then,” “he she we you it and,” etc. 

 

 He writes. 

 

 76 degrees.  11:43 AM.  A Tuesday.  Graphs, charts, characteristics, fantasies.  He writes.  She 

said, he said, it was.  “I will write in spite of everything,” he writes, “absolutely; it is my struggle for 

self-preservation,” he copies from Franz Kafka.  “No it is not easy to write, it is as hard as breaking 

rocks.  Sparks and splinters fly like shattered steel,” translating Clarice Lispector and thinking of the 

buzzing and flitting of houseflies like digits of experience escaping even now, the sound of a chair 

rolling on a wooden floor, chainsaw gargling outside, the paintings on his walls, hum of traffic, wet 

shine of the rim of his glass, slight penumbra of heat off his coffee, sight of his wife, brush glancing 

against wood, turpentine and oil, smudge on her cheek, bottom spread on a stool, dogs barking, her hair 

gathered and escaping evocatively around her skull, cat slipping under the shelf, ash dropping 

 

 “we might say that in fog the physical universe most approaches the condition of the 

imagination,” or consciousness, he writes, after Elaine Scarry. 

 “This world is a fusion of possible shadows…a necessary truth, not an explanation…there is no 

empty world” he writes (Jacques Roubaud). 

 

 “I know that words were never intended to carry the weight of what we know,” or don’t know 

or can’t know or wouldn’t, he writes, adding to Gary Miranda. 

 

 He writes.  He reads.  He fogs. 

 

 The way her head cocks and tilts, glances and queries like a puppy alert to an unlocatable noise 

as she examines her canvas in progress, he writes.  I felt minimized, criticized and judged by my 

mother’s insinuating and suspicious-toned questions of clarification last time we spoke, he writes.  I 

miss my friends Emile, Von and Andrew, he writes.  He writes a biography and 

assessment/interpretation/appreciation of Egon Schiele (380 pp.), of Alberto Giacometti (633 pp.), 

Gerhard Richter (372 pp.), Robert Musil (283 pp.), Mikhail Bakhtin (227 pp.), Edmond Jabes (197 pp.) 

and Ludwig Wittgenstein (410).  But actually he reads them.  He writes hundreds of books of poems 

that someone else has already composed.  He writes monumental studies on emotions, imagination, the 

tonal color grey, and the concept of paradox.  He creates a linguistic and semiotic account of the 

universe, of reality, of the arts, of himself, and his own Book of Disquiet (but its Pessoa’d version is 

unsurpassed) 



 

 He writes, 

 

 and he doesn’t know any more which is the writing or reading of it, or whom.  He tries his hand 

at a play, a script, a dissertation on cause, but they turn out like Shakespeare, like Robbins, like 

Heidegger.  Human nature becomes words, love becomes language, death a declension, think – in terms. 

 

 He writes. 

 

 When he overhears speech it is of characters in dialogue, melodies become notation on a page, 

sketches and masters drawings just another script, 

 

 He writes. 

 

 At times it presses him nearer (“look closer. Be braver.” – Carole Maso) at times it grants him 

remove (“gives the distance and scope necessary to cognitive contemplation” – Eva Brann).  He’s never 

sure which.  The removal and deconstruction can lead to intensely entangled and volatile arguments 

with his spouse, the vulnerable impassioned pouring easily glaze the ears and eyes of their 

recipients…bewildered…he tries again… 

 

 He writes. 

 

 And his lungs darken, his liver grows, his joints calcify.  He notices details many do not, and 

misses whole days of his family’s lives.  He grieves and desires like phrases and parentheses, joys and 

sorrows just beyond the reach of the aptest words.  Definitions sheen and fracture like Ibis eggs. 

 

 He writes.  He reads.  What is Called Thinking? 

 

 A Man Without Qualities.  The Book of Questions.  The Open Work.  World of the Imagination.  

Habitation of the Word.  Infinite Jest.  Demons.  Remembrance of the Things Past.  The Possessed.  

Delighted States.  The Gift of Death.  Friction.  Walking.  How to be Alone.  What Painting Is.  The 

Infinite Conversation.  The Saturated Self and Descartes’ Error.  Iconology. 

 

 He writes.  He writes.  He hears.  He fears.  He mumbles. 

 

 He writes that the world, that living is an ungraduated thermometer (“in an ungraduated 

thermometer…no unique, determinate reading is possible at any point on the thermometer: everything 

is relational and approximate, and every point on the ungraduated scale (an infinite number, obviously), 

counts as a character in the system” – WJT Mitchell) which he believes to be true on account of his 

wife’s body and emotions, of which he has studied no thing more closely.  The subtle gradations he is 

compelled to capture, from the small of her back (its curvature) into the gentle and pronounced rise 

over the fullness of her buttock along the sweetest cylinder of her thigh to the outside of the knee and 

the silken ridging that slopes into the fine wave of her calf.  He begins from the base of her skull out 

over her shoulder, and from her middle toe on about her tiny ankle.  From there, and even more literally 

unsayable textures and angles, the world.  His consciousness.  The weather.  Evolution or any other 

origin, history and all its mathematics of confusion, invention, facts and ennui.  Traces, traces, “in the 

yin and yang of a perfect world, fact and fiction are layered together like lovers intertwined in the heat 

of creation” (Clark Worswick), 

 



 He writes. 

 

 It is so similar to stillness, this moment pregnant with motion, hazy, humid summerspring dusk 

with all the sky’s colors filtering through motes of golden graindust and wildflowers, insects glittering 

drunk with the very pollen they stir, harvest-dancing this meadow’s great floor of air, he writes, my 

child crumpled over the low table, bent like a mantis’ legs, tongue pressing through her tooth-hole as 

the world of her mind takes the shape of penciled lines, odd angles and proportions, flat circular hands 

one over the other, legs skinnier than earthworms and beards the size of suns, he writes… 

 

 as the pigment matter of dust and oil, of rock and acid meld to a viscous glue, are pushed and 

pulled along a cloth weave, a habitat, as hard rubber stretches and striates shades once thought 

disappeared into leggings and moonlight, shadow and branch and supporting frame all at one go, he 

writes, white functioning as mirror and miracle of mind while drawing the eye to a focus, and who 

knew, as the petite elbow and miniature limb casts powerful splash upon slash of black and blood and 

coffee across the image that now it would be clear? – 

 

 he writes about the breath of his son rank of adolescence yet precious and sweet in its collapsing 

sleep, how every crevice and cave on such a body as this burgeons like plums past the point of picking, 

ripened into bombs pungent with undirected passion and “any problem that has an answer isn’t 

important enough” (Gary Miranda) et. al. 

 

 He writes. 

 

 And draws circles, ovals really, and strands and strings of lines like emaciated waterfalls of the 

EKGs of the nearly dead, frustratingly but incessantly trying after trial to expand his medium, to stretch 

the shapes of words into bodies and suggestions of things other than language, what lines are for, he 

thinks, he writes.  Like a man with a camera for a hand, recording recording recording, stopping time 

for the instant of the clicking sound which continues to be time going on, but still, the desperate illusion, 

the outside-probably-of-sanity compulsion or addiction or terror 

 He writes. 

 

 experimentally with thesis, antithesis hoping for some semblance of synthesis.  Can’t make 

heads or tails of confusion?  Put the contents in a character, set that sucker asail on the waters of a 

context, a variety of situations and see, take notes, shorthand, code, hieroglyph, multi-colored 

underlining and highlights, where does it get you? he wonders, he writes, anywhere? 

 

 sometimes it elongates the swerve, proffers more time to make the turn, other times it loses the 

road and misses the issue altogether for a new set of circumstances, long and winding or directly off the 

cliff, the discovery one is a lemming or is just translating the same wound or phobia one language at a 

time.  It’s been described as peeling an onion, and so long as the goggles are off, it usually has tears 

somewhere along the way, 

 

 he writes. 

 

 He does and he is, even now, in some room, some place, on some hillside, in some park, on 

some porch or in a café, library, home or school, he writes and writes and writes; day, night, with or 

without lights, a mind goes on tracing tracks in sand while the water washes them away, mandalas in 

the garden still moment meaning or at least (or most?) an action, yes? he queries (in writing) and thinks 

of food because at least part of him is hungry, he writes, and reads a small recipe book of favorites from 



his childhood though he’s still a child, his parents aging even as he is and his own, each reminders of 

the others, as he begins to do for his what they have done for him and the vices and verses of it all 

warps and woofs as 

 

 he writes and reads and thinks 

 

 about it all.  Or tiny slivers of it, genres and disciplines like individual strands of hair on a 

monstrous Minotaur one has wandered deeper and deeper into a labyrinthine maze to supposedly 

encounter and never return from, so why this world’s largest ball of twine inside most all of us by 

which we perceive and nearly remember the whole blasted way through as if tagging photographs and 

filling small notebooks with dated entries might ever lead us back out again, 

 

 he writes. 

 

 That after love he feels like a deep-sea creature sprawled spineless over large smooth sun-

toasted rocks on a beach, feeling air’s breath for the first inconceivable paradise of a time which 

exhaustion also pinpoints a dying sighing, is it a fear he won’t feel it ever again, or the panic that he 

won’t remember and that some rough suggestion might bring it to life though pleasure requires the 

freshness of first times each time – that you know it by its unaccountable surprise and tectonic 

familiarity? like a song for a melody or a drizzle in drought?  He ponders (but is he, really? Or is the 

message the means and massage?) 

 

 He writes. 

 

 And really, what writes which and who is writing whom?  That which he has read must be 

writing what he reads and how could he write without those vocabularies, categories and amalgams of 

definitions?  Who or what writes the writer, the writing and does it lead or is it simply what “he” 

 

 He writes? 

 

 And why write and read, not touch and sculpt of look and paint or hear and hum or…?  Well he 

was raised in the culture of the Book – one of the five great religions (and what makes them “great” 

anyway?) that depend on some codice of rules and regulations, fantastic theories, myths, phantasms, 

stories and riddles that apparently make you holy as you unravel them, and he was certainly full of 

holes, no question there 

 

 he writes 

 

 so much so that he often feels like the missing centerpiece of the delectable donut – that 

everything beautiful, desirable and nourishing is just out of his reach to be, that he was born without 

filling and the Baker was dead or otherwise employed, altering along for the remedy and clamor for the 

entire sphere that he could never hope to get around because quite frankly he was in the very midst of 

 

 he writes 

 

 and therefore (like a conclusion or an equals sign that dangles toward a vacuum because nothing 

is known, not one thing, about the next infinitesimal gasp of a placeholder so that one side of the 

problem just keeps amassing, cancels out or deletes but the parallel dashes that signal a kind of 

imperative ultimate question just continues to hang, always midair, he feels confident the midpoint is 



past, but even that 

 

 he writes 

 

 cannot be known from the immediate location in the chain which is only always ever where) 

and therefore therefore functions exactly like now with an anticipatory flair, and then, he writes, and 

then another word gets placed at the end there which never becomes the end because of the nature of 

“becomes” and any other form of the verb “to-be” assumed in everything present or alive and active, 

past and future-tense just hypothetical variations, conventional usages, so to speak 

 

 he writes 

 

 one of the reasons his wife and he agreed to discombobulate the concept or ritual of a wedding 

on agreement that “to marry” was a verb and not a one-time choice or decision but an extremely 

conditional and textured complex of constant choosing and loving and attending and tendering activity 

conditioned by all one currently knows and can be held accountable for, a marriage making no more 

sense than “a life” applied to someone or something still embedded in the process of living 

 

 he thinks (and also just wrote, is writing) 

 

 see even the vocational title doesn’t make a genuine sense if it’s not being done.  Is a writer a 

writer when he’s not writing?  A painter a painter who doesn’t paint?  And so on, no, we’re persons 

with various habits and preferences that can only truly be said to be when they are, that makes sense 

doesn’t it? 

 

  he writes 

 

 Yes, he writes, yes it does, he writes that that may be why he’s always been stimulated or 

curious’d by creatures like Giacometti ever in pursuit of a gaze but never (according to Alberto) 

nearing his goal; or Cartier-Bresson seeking the decisive moment, America her ever-allusive 

omnipotence, his son Oliver’s invincibility and invisibility, anything perfect or whole (as in all-

encompassing, entire) really, as he had written (and is now writing again) regarding the life of one Willi 

Baumeister, obscure artist extraordinaire, of whom 

 

 he writes 

 

 like so, or his own irrepressible and apparently insurmountable goal of using language like any 

other media he might currently be envious of, be it the pliancy and statuary of clay or the lissome 

wending and all-at-onceness of paint turned into painting, a photograph or the tintinnabulation of 

resounding bells 

 

 he writes 

 

 and always ends up writing, as if the only forging ahead, only registering access-points for 

himself were letter-signs compacted into blocked gestures to be read under the hand like Braille his 

wife’s body and children’s sleeping forms, 

 

 he writes, 

 



 but he doesn’t know, any more than the practical lunatic characters he’s constructed, woodsman 

Jacob or man of the museum or the unnamed squirreled into some institution of sorts, each in their own 

but markedly similar ways unable to be sure of anything including themselves, their whereabouts, their 

makeup, even their own minds or reality (Descartes’ doubt looks good to them!) and him 

 

 he writes 

 

 like the craving for tattoos – to have something inscribed in his very flesh that might last at least 

as long as he does as a reminder and a testimony or witness to what remains in his mind body emotion 

holey center of referents as if his own being were ultimately a text on which experience and relation 

were written 

 

 he writes 

 

 “and the man knowing all of him will come to the end” (he writes that Jack Gilbert wrote) but 

the end still is not now arrived simultaneously and so 

 

 he writes 

 

 more, on, in, toward, even out of and at the world situation he keeps having again again now, 

writing out in larger lassos the languages of physics of astronomy of Far Eastern cosmic ideas of 

Tolstoy or Dostoevsky and Max Frisch and Robert Walser and Urrea and Fernandez and all the 

Johnsons and whoever else he can get his hands on, even Wallace and Franzen and Abe.  It doesn’t 

seem to stop (see Dragomoshchenko and Kis, see Hrabal and Miller and Proust, see Flaubert and 

Gaddis et. al. al. al…) 

 he writes 

 

 bewildered and confused, swollen up with desires and satisfactions, with too much is too little 

and too little too much with Kant Kierkegaard Hegel and Nietzsche, with you! at the counter in the 

check-out lane making small talk about disasters in foreign countries and local schools and things he’s 

never heard of which registers to him that might not be small at all to you like a glance at a waitress’ 

spine a wild eagle a Picasso and a vampire bat or a National Championship for some giant of an 

apparently human being with an unfamiliar orange ball. 

 

 He writes. 

 

 And the lettuce is wilting and the cows won’t come home which says something about his 

missing as he describes the geometrical perfection of a prelude by Bach or the meticulous mastery of 

cancer as an infiltrative enemy spy.  “and the man knowing all of him will come to the end” of this 

ungraduated implement to gauge the experience of his life while it seems the end has to come to him 

which it isn’t 

 

 he writes, he reads, (he needs to breathe) 

 

 he writes that if a poem is to engender its ideal form or coffee its finest flavor conditions have to 

be just right, in other words he’s worried, he writes, that having previously written mostly in the out-of-

doors the natural meter and rhythm of his prose must have largely been due to the fluctuations in the 

breeze or winds and their inherent sounds and scents, the tchrrring and scatter of squirrels and birds, 

traffic explosions and growls and sirens and the underlying threat that at any and all times a human 



being might pass by or approach even by bicycle, car, or feet, but now, having an office at the top of his 

home he merely overlooks relatively shushed things without necessarily even needing to look as he’s 

shifted his desk to face inwards from the windows and therefore controls (basically) the sounds the air 

the activity of the place in which 

 

 he writes 

 

 while before and wonders (does he wonder? Or are these things all prompted by a number of 

essays he’s recently read on form and rhythm social and solitary man and so on so that he’s come to 

fear everything that must inhere in order for writing to count as successful in some undeniable 

mysterious relatively universal way which a part of him really believes is accidental or conjured up by 

non-writing literary critics and wonders if he’s really one of them 

  

 he writes 

 

 one of those persons who’s a very fine, attentive, empathetic, intelligent and invested reader but 

no native producer of the art of what he does without help or hope all the days of his life that he is able 

to remember or conceive that “in spite of everything, absolutely” that what else how can I if I imagine 

anything I only imagine the ability to be writing 

 

 he writes 

 

 but that is not actually true, for he often imagines reading when he is unable to, say when 

participating in conversations or social responsibilities like visiting his parents or events at his 

children’s schools, his son’s soccer games or driving or preparing meals, taking showers, etc., yes 

writing sure, but reading also and not only those but also the strenuous solitary activity of determinably 

working, crawling, clawing one’s way up the steep rocky slopes of high-altitude mountains, or walking 

damp and cold predominantly grey (like wetted-concrete greys) streets of Petersburg or Portland or 

Lisbon (largely described or envisioned for him by Jose Saramago so that he feels he can imagine 

Fernando Pessoa in his element which he has always conceived (in spite of his writings) as 

characterized by rainfall and chill 

 

 he writes, 

 

 that kind of rainfall that is heavy enough to keep the majority of people inside seeking a kind of 

shelter but for those who adore the blessing and small of falling organic water from heavy and low 

down charcoal-colored clouds the perfect antidote to company for it takes a number of blocks of 

walking to be saturated or uncomfortably wet and by that time it has happened so gradually that one is 

bound to think ah what does it matter I’m soaked-through already and thus enters an abandoned delight 

and joy a feeling of oneness and superiority at his ability to exist in harmony and identity with nature as 

she is overcoming the fascisms of common sense and ridicule or chided warnings, leave me alone 

 

 he writes. 

 

 Now that he works primarily indoors he is forced in a way to imagine or fear and not-fear his 

own formerly so desired isolation from the anxiety-rid world of unknowns, probables and improbables 

of social discourse (from friendly to professional to antagonistic, imposed or overheard business and 

idiocy) voices arising in all contexts sounding like “Songs of Myself” to him while this way, he writes, 

in writing, no imposition of the self is made excepting to oneself where one is always wondering about 



similitude and difference or Gaugin’s “Who are We What are We Doing Where are We Going” painting 

of Tahitian peoples grouped together and he has enough within this little house of 6 or 9 that must be 

engaged, cared for, loved, helped out, heard and so on, (not without its multitude of delights) but all 

engagement requires energy 

 

 he writes 

 

 and what would there be to write about if there were no relations, no “other” to come up against, 

tend to, listen for, worry over, receive, there he’s not sure as he writes that the open window affords a 

pleasant chilly verdancy that implies it is yet Winter but Spring is pressing through the shoots and soils, 

so the icebox smell of things now has a portentous incense kin to the song of birds and scamp 

tampering of rodent feet on the shingles around him. 

 

 He writes: 

 

 that someone had written “embodiment is all” probably a poet or a painter (Whitman?  WC 

Williams?  Horace?) it becomes nearly impossible to trace sources and how ever can one be certain that 

even if something has been spoken or written or otherwise expressed in the past that it is not in fact 

oneself that is saying it now, in other words, how is language owned or copyrighted being a limited or 

finite sea all things swim in as gesture, behavior or mutually-inhabited world? 

 

 he writes. 

 

 Effort surprises.  Given the apparent nature of things.  If we come to be born without choice of 

who what when or where, even what kind or composition, he scribbles quickly, into a certain surround, 

and no matter when, still unsure what we’re made of, he writes, he notices his language of reference 

altering in pronouns, why, why he writes, does he begin addressing or including such a generalized 

term as “we” when the entire activity of writing is so personal and individuated, and for his own 

purposes, his way to be purposeful, “Emphatically, such a being lives, / an inmate of this active 

universe” he writes that Wordsworth wrote 

 

 he writes, 

 

 a little curious as to why it is he’s so drawn to “emphatically” and “inmate” and so gladdened at 

the commisery of “active universe” being descriptive of the chaos and bewilderment of the surrounding 

apparent substances he is never able to keep up with, sometimes even sight of, let alone catch or 

capture or participate alongside, although maybe this is what he is doing or attempting to do by writing.  

He questions whether herein doesn’t lie the quest for speed, should he have been a jet pilot or racketeer, 

would he have a greater shot at the present that way, outrunning where he comes from traversing where 

he’s going more quickly? 

 

 he writes. 

 

 Take up a pen, a blank sheet of paper, lined or unlined, find a comfortable spot, plenty of pages 

free of impediment, get yourself at ease, coffee or wine, music if it soothes you, some uninterruptive 

segment of living like bedtime when no one suspects you to be responsive or alert and just begin to 

fashion words.  Any kind in any direction, if your mind or feelings or body are directive pay attention 

or describe, if nothing come just write down words that you know, he writes, his theory being or 

experimental hunch that he wants someone to agree with him that the pacing of thought to the hand 



rather than keyboard or larynx and mouth and breath does a certain thing in the brain and process that 

nothing else quite can do 

 

 he writes 

 

 he asks you to observe, unconcerned of the content, only the organic nature of head to hand to 

print or script, what it feels like for you, whether it seems too slow or too fast or freezes you with some 

expectation, what does it mean, for instance if your gut urges you for inscribing experience to be about 

or to describe or to unload or tell or report or cry or sing or laugh or listen 

 

 he writes. 

 

 What does it DO?  Which for him must be almost the same investigation as “what am I doing?” 

since, he writes, and in some oddity, some turning of subconscious phrase he has involved a “we” and a 

“you” and a host of particular wes and yous hers and hims invented or encountered, read or met or seen 

or heard, perhaps even touched or simply (?) dreamt, when how does writing become a social invitation 

he wonders, writing for himself this way then suddenly invoking inscribing 

 

 he writes 

 

 wanting to make a poem something with definite and self-necessitated limits like an embodied 

consciousness, a shape to it that serves its substance or stuff, does this happen for anyone else? he 

proffers to the room’s lonely smoky air as he peruses thousands of spines of hundreds of thousands of 

gathered pages all with definite names along the edges, does this happen for you? he beggars, having 

not the faintest idea to whom the plaintive whisper inside of his head is signaled…so 

 

 he writes 

 

 “and the man knowing all of him will come to the end,” all of him.  ALL of him, 

 
 he writes. 



AN EXPERIENCE 

 

And when he comes to the end he often has the sensation that he hasn’t gotten very far. 

 As if he’d just begun 

 or that it seemed quite near to where he’d started from 

 that foreign felt familiar and a bit of vice-versa 

 Where had he gotten?  And where had he set out from?  And when?  What had moved him from 

place to place, situation through situation and so on? 

 Max Frisch came to mind.  He’d once said or written that “a man has been through an 

experience, now he is looking for the story to go with it – you can’t live with an experience that 

remains without a story…” 

 which brought to mind everything he knew about the world and everything he’d ever read or 

seen and everything he didn’t know but may have heard of, and everyone he’d ever met or fathered, 

loved or hated, felt indifferent or mildly agitated by, animals, trees, chemical theories, in short, 

whatever remained, at this point, in his memory, mind, consciousness and/or body, however one might 

denote such a thing, 

 and he wondered if there was a story to go with it, or a thousand stories, or layers upon layers of 

inextricable stories, or if he hadn’t got any?  Who would author the narrative?  Any narrative? 

 

 He must be at the end of it.  Something has assuredly happened, yes, he could swear he has 

“gone through an experience” (while remaining quite unsure of what that entails or might mean, or how 

to go about verifying or evaluating it).  Yet he’s quite sure that things have occurred, including, quite 

plausibly (it seems to him) maybe even himself as well as the myriad characters and events that are 

flooding his mind. 

 Not sure why he’s assuming that this is the end, as even now it seems to be going on, or whether 

something about experience requires various, occasional or possibly constant inceptions, so that maybe 

each moment merely is the identity of ending and starting out as one simultaneous thing but with an 

altering additive of the moment just wisping away, a sort of counter-entropy inherent in the action of 

living (is this what fiction and memory are? or being “pregnant with feeling”?) while the entropy (the 

thermodynamic theory/law – by what authority?  Or whose?) acclaimedly part and parcel of all moving 

systems did seem and feel undeniable, what with the hurts and losses, pains and changes, and all the 

blindspots, mishearing, wrinkles, greys and forgetting. 

 He almost satisfies himself with a “this is the way it is” Conditional Truth kind of thing, maybe 

Provisional, but he wasn’t sure that really satisfied anything, at least in regard to explaining, at best all 

the labels, the naming, the numbers, even the metaphysics of concepts seemed descriptive somehow, 

not answers. 

 

 So he’d come to the end, or so he thought-felt, which honestly did feel astonishingly like being 

ready to begin, a pregnant pause, a breath, a sigh, a reflective moment or ritual prayer before setting 

forth, a gesture. 

 Maybe this was the beginning, maybe you had to live enough experience to a point where you 

beggar’d a “story to go with it” or you’d nowhere to go, he thought, maybe a certain compendium of 

chaos had to be lived through in order to activate a larger organizing principle or else one was doomed 

to redundancy? 

 As if the bulk of past tense required an antidote or it drug you down with it, called for a name so 

one could relate to it, an historical epoch, a style, a period, a strain? 

 Maybe at this point he’d amassed a society, a race or a nation, at least a person’s or beast’s 

amount of experience and so had somehow to account for it or simply identify with it and become past-

tensed himself, done.  



 He was sure he’d come through an experience now, something that ought to be calculable, 

observable or quantifiable if he had the proper tools of measurement, but hauling things up from the 

dark deep wells of his body and mind was a lot more like guessing the temperature from an 

ungraduated thermometer than gathering evidence for a case or utilizing note cards for research. 

  

 And what was a story, really, then?  Did it require beginning, middle, end, something slung over 

the shoulder like a knapsack, fabulated, parable, head-and-taled?  Or was it much more akin to a 

consortium of the blind reporting on a mammoth object or subject of all manner of shapes and angles, 

textures, substances and liquids, vibrations and electrodes and various articulated or kinetically shifting 

parts? 

 

 And who’d role-call the committee? 

 

 In all cases, verification and valuation was at issue, seeking inwardly or outwardly he was 

having difficulty locating a stable standard, an absolute or authoritative measure or equation to fit much 

of anything to – how shape a moving - ? 

 

 Or how determine the cutting?  Perhaps he could splice it and reassemble from whatever did 

remain (or was invented by) his flesh and brain – at a certain point he had children, grew hair, 

completed degrees, lived at addresses, cohabited with particular persons, got tattooed, markers, markers, 

markers of something or things, yet did that count as a story of simply his-story?  Life-writing?  

Biography?  Diaristic diarrhea?  Wouldn’t seem particularly apt, or justified, unless this end-which-is-

also-a-beginning was in fact some kind of recognizable end! 

 

 As if the experienced occasion of a culminative apprehension actually began what ended, a 

spiraling path of tracks and traces, each a beginning in pursuit of an end that begins more (and 

apparently infinite)tracks and tracings toward more ends which turned out as he tried to set it down to 

fall under the topic of “beginnings” the further back he went… 

 

 And weren’t the children already becoming before the point at which they appeared?  His hair 

developing prior to breaking the surfaces of his body?  Highly coordinated moves toward and away 

from the addresses that had accompanied his name?  Billions of fluctuations, emotions, choices, 

preferences, knowledge and opinions involved in countless people and places crafting who lived with 

whom and why this or that tattoo on this or that segment of his skin?  And so on? 

 

 In short, what would shape the story, and what, exactly, would it be about?  And how?  And why?  

He was now beginning to doubt that he had gone through an experience at all but in truth was in the act 

of experiencing of which everything else was a part and did this nullify his need for a story, since what 

had happened continued happening and is happening forward so that actually his feeling or sense of 

coming-to-an-end was confoundedly fallacious or delusional-illusory and that in reality no end had 

come, no experience had been gotten through? 

 

 To return to the story then, about him getting to the end that feels, he realizes, much like 

beginning, in other words that particular freedom one has by changing one’s name or address, city or 

country, neighbors, acquaintances and strangers, even weather systems and media, finishing one book 

enabling the absorption of another, falling in love after falling to pieces, and so on, this would be where 

we had come upon him, if we are to trust both his experiencing and description and our own capacity to 

decode or empathize, resonate with what we’re offered 

 



 not without a certain nostalgia, even grief, the losing that actualized freedom always involves, 

centrifugal/centripetal realities of the present – that entropy and ecstasy of being alive, in motion, 

ongoing or at least realizing a capacity thereof thereby again falsifying the sense of conclusion which 

first circled us back to genesis anyway 

 and all of this merely standing at a corner rehearsing to himself possible courses of action, 

configuring “plans,” drawing hasty conclusions from dramatic passions, rational and irrational given 

what’s apparently occurred, but which to which and whom to whom, and wherefore and howfor?  

Leaving aside again the ever-bewildering suprasensory whyfor… 

 he stands, shifting his weight slightly foot to foot, looking at everything in his field of vision 

with his head bowed over to the curve of the curb, but seeing nothing at all, not the base of the traffic 

light, nor the lines of the sidewalk cement, the inscriptions of it’s makers, the few cigarette butts 

gathered and fumbling about in the breeze, nor his own shoes or the points of the few others in his 

frame waiting to cross 

 because he is wondering what might be happening, in other words what has happened and what 

will happen, so his attention in fact is not on what is happening at all, escepting what he cannot help, 

which his body continues to do a quite passable job of managing, hand and digits finding their way into 

the pocket of his shirt and his jeans for cigarette and lighter respectively, lips opening just the height of 

the right end of the stick to steady it for the flame, hands cupping and flicking the contraption against 

the wind. 

 So he doesn’t know from whence the red pump point on the woman’s foot at his left has come, 

nor where it is headed when it steps out into the crosswalk at the flashing of a signal, nor the rugged 

sandal on his right, not even what gender or size or shape or demeanor is wearing it.  If he had 

perceived even the footwear we’d be tempted to inquire why he assumed the red pump strapped over 

the delicate young flesh and beginning of a small anklebone was inferred to belong to a woman 

whereas the sandalled and besocked foot was too ambiguous to conjecture without adding information 

such as type of pant or short, length and pace of stride and so on, but that’s all been duly covered by 

studies in convention, familiarity and probabilities somewhere.  Anyway he wouldn’t be all that much 

surprised if automatic hypotheses turned out to be mistaken, such was his level of interest and 

introspection. 

 I’m not even certain his mind registered all the nicotine and tar that suddenly rushed into his 

body with his next inhalation, though often it does, being that the habit of smoking usually has 

ceremonial as well as unconscious functions, but he was not participating in this particular fag to mark 

time, relieve addiction, or experience pleasure or specific freedom, at least not consciously. 

 No, he was wobbling at the corner of a busy city street’s intersection trying to determine if he’d 

come to the end of something or other, what that something or other might be, and whether or not these 

were really the sensations he was having.  Also, whether the experience he seemed to be experiencing 

was a kind of positive releasing that he might then naturally feel good about, or whether it was instead 

a kind of closure more like a death of someone like a beloved parent or favorite pet that sorrow or grief 

ought to attend, because, upon reflection it really seemed to him that all those possibilities and more 

were boiling together in him like stew or a marinade and he didn’t know quite whom to ask about it. 

 Aside from The Conclusion, endings are generally like this.  Nothing in the lived milieu stops 

for them, they barely coincide with another (even if others are involved, per se), there may be a pause 

of sorts that one orchestrates for oneself, but these occurrences are not regularly what we might call 

“shared” experiences.  No, generally the cereal box runs out to be replaced by another, a job flows into 

the searching of the next one, a meal passed aims toward the hunger of the following meal, leaves 

fallen…etc… 



 

 This, he had to admit, did feel different from that (general entropy-replenishment cycle of life 

thing) but he couldn’t quite account for it.  Still unable to get a handle on what it was that was ending 

or beginning made it noticeably (if anyone was looking) difficult on the poor fellow.  One set of 

pedestrians replaced another while his jeans and sneakers remained, one filling out, then the other, 

amid some muttering and politenesses as others were forced to step around. 

 In fact he couldn’t really even seem to decide where it might be advantageous to go to ruminate 

over such a thing.  Just now a favorite bar and booth spurted across his image-making-recognizing 

faculty,  but the landscape contained a nice out-of-the-way spot and bench in a nearby park as well.  

Along with the loaded term “ennui” which nearly everyone wonders if they possess (or are possessed 

by) when anything a relative of melancholy occurs. 
 He wobbles.  He smokes.  He ponders an ending or beginning or third thing as synthesis.  He 

thinks of Max Frisch and Derrida and Bakhtin of Bibles and novels and histories, he wonders if he needs a story, 

he is not paying attention to the world around him, maybe even very little to himself at this point as ideas and 

theories and recompositions of experience our minds are quite capable of seem to be happening.  But he is not 

there yet, not to the –ing stage of happen, although he must be experiencing, he thinks, thereby thwarting a story. 



 
 Weight-Bearing Mind (The Cloak.  The Sphere) 

 

  

 Not that there haven't been moments of brilliance. 

 But when darkness falls, bright spots grow sketchy. 

 It seems a matter of survival, you really believe that it's out there.  You would swear you heard 

its heavy plod, the bright ting of sharp steel, the crackle and thud of the lock giving way. 

 Doom. 

 Like death, it carries the sense of inevitability, the unavoidable.  In fact, it swells out of the same 

sludgy blackened roots.  Terrible swift or slow and unstoppable. 

 If you knew enough, were wily enough, only had the right powers, could you shirk it or cheat it?  

The myths always taught you so, but all actual attempts have failed.  For eons and thousands of years.  

By others stronger than you, more popular than you, wealthier, healthier, more beautiful and quick, 

agile and happy, courageous... 

 What is left for the small or the timid, whose strengths are subtle, the imprisoned, the 

malnourished and threatened, the weaker thans? 

 There is no where to escape, all the wheres have others.  There are too many now, uncountable 

multitudes have swarmed this earth. 

 To survive, you shore up, begin to build.  There's a little joy to be had.  You're doing something, 

creating.  You expand in your solo space and fold in.  Expand and fold in.  Slowly a carapace forms.  

Sounds are buffered a bit, your face begins to withdraw, you decolletage a sort of shroud. 

 Add more thoughts and fears.  They circle one another.  They weave and overlap, perhaps you 

can shut out the remembrance of play, of playground, of spaces set apart for your supposed safety and 



freedom.  Layer it.  Again. 

 Laughter can still be heard (at your expense), also sighs and whispers, what voices have become 

for you now...Why is the world full of secrets?  What are they keeping from you?  Why does it hurt so, 

to know?  That it's you? 

 Bunch it up, pull it round, your face is growing blank and dark, if there's any place it can yet be 

seen.  Cover your eyes.  It will not soon be over, it is always just begun, even through years and years 

of tears and blood, of wounds and loss go into its weave. 

 And there seems to be no way to guard the persistent erosion and wear.  Haphazard and 

unpredictably, the cloth is pierced, exposing the past, wakening sharper or brighter things underneath, 

oh the toil, the vigilance this cloak requires.  Your mind the spinning wheel, your body mind the motor, 

it goes on, goes on... 

                                 ...it will not last forever... 

 

 

 



Other Things Have Happened 

 

 He stood at the corner of the garage, staring into the street.  Cars passed, bicyclists, animals 

over the hours he stood there.  He didn't seem them.  He wasn't seeing.  He was somehow steeped in 

what he had done.  Sort of cycloned by his actions, or stupored in the twister's eye. 

 

 It must have beeen rage  Possibly rage and frustration.  Possibly even rage, frustration, hatred 

and love and fear.  There was anger in the action, desperation, a sense of breathlessness, berserker panic 

and maniacal even, yes, a touch of madness, momentary at least.  He didn't know for sure what he'd 

done.  He felt some release turning to melancholy and grief, felt his arms heavy with grave weight, 

shoulders pulled down from his neck and strange pressures swelling against his chest and belly. 

 

 He stood at the corner of the garage, the doors were closed, facing toward the street of moderate 

traffic, the axe dangling from his right hand and heavy.  He felt bewildered and vacant.  He felt like tar 

or rubber slowly lossening in the sun.  He had been very angry. 

 

 Shivers and planked splinters of wood scattered about his feet so that looking at only him, 

framing him in two columns of the squares of the garage's doors, he appeared like a firefighter stepping 

from the battle, shell-shocked, risk-ruined, amazed.  But there were other shards other places as well.  

What had he done?  the squirrels seemed to ask, the cardinal, the flowers, the passing cars. 

 

 He stood at the corner of the garage framed by the organized pattern of the door and the chaos 

of wood at his feet.  Who or what was he waiting for with that axe, if he was waiting at all?  What had 

he done with it?  Summer daylight weakened to dusk, that particular haze of sunshine filtered by heat 

and dust and humidity, slightly reddened, blued and yellowed, various shades of violet as the minutes 

passed and he stood.  And he stood. 

 

 Was he waiting for help?  Asking with his arms hanging open and helpless at his sides, 

shoulders slumped, head silently cocked, eyes aimed into nowhere?  Waiting for someone to stop and 

say: “How are you?” and “What do you need?”  “Can I help?”  What was behind him, in the house, 

garage, inside that front door?  Perhaps he waited for more to come home, to welcome in some 

uncanny way.  What was the work of his hands? 

 

 He continued to stand there, emptied at the corner of the garage where wood met brick, willing 

nothing, barely moving (imperciptible), staring through everything out in front of him, toward?  The 

red front door was smashed and ransacked, hacked apart – what remained were streaks like broken 

glass, deep red spikes and wood, a gaping ferocious tear up the middle, woodchips and sawdust on the 

stoop, over the mat, down the walk to where chunks and rips of it lay gathered by the garage.  The 

metal knob still hung to the frame, pelted but held by the deadbolt and edge. 

 

 The axe was strong, the door solid, the man tough with an aged fury.  But there were too many 

causes and reasons that the door should be punished.  Be made an example of.  Be destroyed. 

 

 He stands at the corner of the garage following a frenzy of work, of activity, emotion and its 

exorcism, and wonders into the nothing as the darkness pours itself out over the air of the 

neighborhood's sky. 

  



 

A CLEARING OF SORTS 

 

 He with the mind meandering like the great rivers – those that function metaphorically for whole 

cultures and histories – the Taiga and Thames, Amazon, Euphrates, Danube, the Mighty Mississipp, and so 

on – along with all of the tributaries and streams, springs far removed, deltas and falls… 

 In that his mind has assimilated, absorbed particles of eons of blood, trash and shit, death and being 

born, creatures and passengers, landscapes and strata, wars and rumors of wars, nations and races and 

species… 

 he was the written word as a river, knowledge as a catch-all, depository, wealth and waste and 

millions of miles to tangle 

 the body being like this as well – billions of cells, some relatively foreign to others, some of entirely 

different types, all connected and held together somehow; “body” of water, of work, of being: arteries, 

capillaries, aminos, neurons, stems, DNAs, whole worlds of rivers, lakes and creeks. 

 Heidegger pictured it a hell of a journey through thickest forest – rivers do this – sometimes 

underground, the earth is filled with reservoir – to traverse the “open,” coming to a clearing, a stream 

wending its way in dry desert, mountain meadow, steppes and prairies…the surround is still denser than 

dense, 

 his mind become so, with awareness of the body, or mind as body, also mind matter stuff, 

indecipherable, inexplicable, barely described. 

 Yet all, so far, inscribed?  What little of all could be held.  Infinitessimal.  Finite.  In the face of 

infinity…relation. 

 Derrida’s abysme – a feeling, an unknowing, almost a certainty that “things will never be sorted 

out…” that the tiny wiggles over the mapped surfaces can never all be traced, all the planes, there is not 

time nor capacity, to follow thoroughly even an arbitrarily chosen segment of a smallest stream, constant 

movement from and toward, through, up and down, over, under, behind, before…abysme. 

 Untraceable traces.  Mind, emotion, sense, soul, causality discombobulated and befuddled beyond 

cognizance or comprehension, indeed – of what comprehension consists. 

 “Know thyself,” cruel riddle, as if spoken by a genuine god – something entirely Other, outside, 

impossible and impassible…the knowing cannot be known, or who knows it?  Is knowing it now, and then 

now? 

 The rivers do not know, they flow, happen.  God cannot know or not be a self/person in any way 

that corresponds with us – without not-knowing or abysming in endless spirals centrifugal and –tripetal. 

 Bakhtin sees the picture of us seeing pictures of what we do not see…all together…but we’re never 

all together and imagining is only one way to correspond. 

 It would require a miracle, yet it already is, he thinks – inexplicable, unprecedented, unaccounted 

for…kenotic theory, Forms and Chaos, quarks and atoms – nothing explained, ever re-described, only 

resolved in irresoluble faith – in theory, in truth. 

  

 And so on…mapping these rivers. 

 Oceans and the pooling of eyes, vast landscapes of fleshes, fragile impossible organs, tenuous and 

tenaciously flowing on, through drought, through death, flood and 

“all things come about through opposition, and the universe flows like a river” 

(Heraclitus) 

 

He with the mind meandering like great rivers and their effluvia. 

 

 

 

 



FRAGMENTING / COLLAGE 

 

“Form makes us” 

-Edmond Jabes 

 

“What matters is the raid on the inarticulate” 

-Erich Heller 

 

“an equation between the degree of openness, the degree of information, 

the degree of ambiguity, and the degree of contravention of conventions in a work” 

-David Robey 

 

 

 If reality is the lives we are experiencing, it must go something like this: one way – darkness, 

moisture, void; one way – brightness, dryness, empty.  Haven't experienced it all yet. 

 Another way, or simply some of the way, would be tulips, siblings, moon.  Would be 

intelligence, the “oof” of a cracked knee in jr. hi football, would be the smell of grandmother's house, 

and also its burning in a hole in the ground forty years later. 

 Sounds of laughter and hiccups of grief happen along the way as well.  Some searingly bright 

flares associated with lust and passion and the surprises of skin touching, secreting, sweating. 

 Tearing heart too.  Have you ever actually used your fingers and attempted pulling a raw 

chicken breast into strips or sections?  Like that, only bigger, hotter and with more volume. 

 Wincing disappointments – veritable harshness – event-epochs that sit like parenthesis-shaped 

aquariums, sometimes year-long minutes, sometimes decaded years = no-way-out epochs, done-for-

doomsday skies and that particularly black ocean-cloud, even in virile summer. 

 Blear-bleak desolate steppe-like cold-spell areas and that particularly jelly-filled swollen-donut 

joy.  Person as a helium balloon – just that kind of clarity and breathless mastery. 

 Not all.  Learning systems of communication along with their infinity of mishaps – languages of 

gesture, body, eye, hand, inflection, tone, misdirection, humor, irony, sarcasm, idealism, pessimism, 

logic, numbers, breathing, and words also, foreign or familiar, that takes work, makes pleasure.  Not 

only. 

 Guilt-thuds under the sternum through to the kidneys and then burn-bleeding to the tips of the 

limbs coupled with vice-like pincers just under the skull back-of-the-neck. 

 And millifractures of time one feels successful or actually accomplished, worth something, 

nearly important or positively useful – counts for something, even if only nearly almost, and short-lived.  

Counts as reality, that is, experiencing, right?  Just as much as any of the others 

 repetition-regardless, 

    happening anyway, 

       experienced. 

(“true” never did apply to what occurs; “false” neither really, like “either/or's”) 

help us act 

  which causes more experiences 

 derivatives of relative values of things 

(only value surmisable – relations of – relations to/in/with) 

 

 This writing is “right” then, as in just or correct, “truer” than newspapers or nonfiction (why? - 

because less biased we are thinking – without overall design or metaphysical/political/historical 

structuring) 

It's just that “form makes us” 



or no telling 

in this discontinuous disjunctiveness of continuance 

 or correlation 

would just be “Scraps” (as someone important titled them) 

“Scraps” and “Branches” 

a labyrinth too 

breadcrumb-moments along the way 

Recapitulate – fabricate (again, each time different 

(at least a little bit)) 

mush.  dungheap.  reality-experience. 

Draw pieces out.                    Collage. 

 

 To tell you the truth, I'm smoking a cigarette, drinking lukewarm coffee, writing words.  

Reading and writing words. 

 

 About people that come to mind, analyses, children, memory, inference, theories, apparent 

actualities 

 

recording experience, as it were 

 

 If reality is the lives we are experiencing, it appears the only way we could know is if everyone 

or being were able to/recording all thi-/their gestures, language, signs, expressions, thoughts (and so 

on...) into a Book (the Book?) something like Jabes or Mallarme might conceive – ancient concept: 

Book of Life. 

Intermittent record.  Static-y.  Gaps.  Minimal. 

 Posit:  gigantic recording device, personal or electronic like God.  Like atoms.  Like internet.  

Surveillance problem.  Problematic of “individual” of “private.” 

 

There is nothing like that. 

 

 But surely my experiences differ from yours? 

[Different drugs.  Different women.  Different cities, teachers, nation-states.  Different children, music, 

calendar dates.  Different parents, emotions, thoughts, words.  Different bodies...] 

An encyclopedia of differences 

nearly a universe 

 

“Writing is an assault on the frontiers” 

Franz Kafka 

 

“an author is a person who in their idleness feels within themselves a vague desire to think about 

something; and this could be called reflecting on nothing... 

my thought is nothing but bewilderment.  The bewilderment of being what happens to me” 

Pierre de Marivaux 

 

“this is why I dreamed of a work which would not enter into any category, fit any genre, 

but contain them all;...a book, finally, which would only surrender by fragments, 

each of them the beginning of another book.   

Book, an object of inexhaustible quest.” 

Edmond Jabes 



 Tear it down.  Strip it away.  Collect the pieces on the dusty detritus-strewn floor of your 

memory-attic.  Arbitrary.  Haphazard.  What comes to mind.  When you're painting, with or without 

(wife, brushes, paint, ink, water, paper, canvas, oil), with or without (pen, paper, pencil, cardboard, 

telephone book, dirt, newspapers, plaster). 

 Whatever the day brings (what we happen to bring to it) – living experiences – reality.  Turmoil.  

Struggle.  Difficulty.  (Rilke says this is one deep and compelling reason to choose).  To act.  Behavior.  

How we see the essence (Wittgenstein).  Choose.  To act. 

 Writing, kissing, drawing, listening, walking, calling/not-calling, reading, spanking, yells and 

whispers, sobbing, laughing, touching, breathing...to choose.  To act.  To be.  Living experiences... 

reality. 

Attachments – with nothing to attach to the attachments. 

Living experience - 

“the INSTANT is all” (Joubert, Marivaux, Vauvignes, Beckett). 

 

Some nohow on end may be death (bright dry absence).  May be. 

 

 What she did was get knocked off a motorcycle (her beautiful body) at 40 or 50 mph on a 

freeway, tumbled thrown jounced across asphalt tarmac into another lane where she was thud hit 

skewing thick bump bounce noise crushed traversed speed-bump run over by an SUV at 45 mph 

(reportedly) that splayed and destroyed, distended crackled and broke her, ground her against ground 

left her flopsy and bloody and excruciated in the lane made for thru-traffic speeding. 

 What she did was make a portrait of a torso by Rodin with arm stumps cinched up, head 

snapped back in agony or pleading, legs stumped, and gave it full breasts and a splattered pelvis and 

bazillions of colors and swipes and made copies of it and tore them all to shreds and covered and 

uncovered and built and rebuilt and tore and smeared and glued and painted and sutured and stuck and 

formed formed formed while undoing... 

 

Fragmenting / Collage 

 

 Sometimes(es).  Sometimes evokes a memory-like thing (maybe) in the body or a sound or a 

smell or the echo of helpless wails of almost-no-breaths-at-all or blinding lights and traffic.  Or grief.  

Or fear.  Or combinations of trauma and weepy gratitude and shivering and recognition of pain or 

shock or love or... 

if reality is the lives we are experiencing 



 

Self-Portrait of a Girl:  The Breakdown and Recovering 

 

 She had a hard time making out the way.  The path tracked and blandished, snowed, rained, 

flooded, iced.  Footprints here and there of asphalt like stepping-stones, but an overall erratic location 

for her to be.  She felt slightly above the surface of the world, it awash and shifting beneath her, like 

smashing patterns of variant and apparently arbitrary shards and substances, uneasiness and scattered 

slippage. 

 Thoughts hit like drops of death.  Heavy circular scabs on her brain.  Too much information, 

and not enough; of self, of other, of world.  She vaguely made out tracks that might be followed, a 

vehicle or railing traced obliquely to guide her through this cold blear and chaos; but she could feel it 

now, she could tell she'd gotten too far too quickly too deep...Her mind morassed. 

 The heart pumps frantically on this plain of textures and splats, no sure footing, apparent demise.  

Scars tear diagonally downward: bad memories, learned responses, retches in the soul.  Body entirely 

ascramble, limbs twisting about almost flailing, the torso breathless and a-tremble; it's an over-

electrocuted fear, like fright with a torpor of terror, an agony of panic matched to the dread of drowning; 

struggle meaning irreparable harm. 

 She stops.  Hazard everywhere.  Paranoid of future, strangling haunts of has-been, a blizzard 

burial, such bleak surround.  Oh to find bearings for this, but the horizon, the imagined frame, is 

blasting darkness itself.  A blasting darkness. 

 It presses on, this chaos of stillness, this rage of stormy pause.  Flashing danger, bleeding blues, 

wind-ravaged, dichotomous with patches of quilt and grief turning the edges.  This is horror (she 

realizes) this place she has come to.  Horror.  Horrible. 

 If she could just draw a line.  Threaten her tragedies with stasis.  Wipe it clean.  At least, at best, 

streak it over, paint it under, black it out, arbitrary or not, drag it all down, slowly, painstakingly, 

gruelling as a prisoner's ball or medieval mace; like recovery therapy or intervention of stark 

withdrawal.  From her mind and emotion.  Amnesiac's wish. 

 She tries and tries, tries and tries.  Scraping a new mind on her own, tries believing something 

unnatural to her, tries denial.  It sears her, tattoos a mark deliberate, a reference point.  But what lurks 

remains.  She can see right through her veil like a frosted-stained-glassed-bottomed-boat at sea.  It 

slows her down.  She hovers.  Inhabits the corners of her room like medicines in the mind.  Colors dull 

a bit, her philosophy grinds down, altering, and the queasy woof of exhaustion and fear sets in. 

  

 



 For a brief period she seems able to function.  A touch stormy and low, but steadier, traceable.  

Above, her mind feels clearer, more organized, like a cumulous sky...but below, her gut, her loins, grow 

ominous, sinister, marred.  What is this rage and turmoil?  This splashing madness, these grasping blots 

of...of...unnameable angst? 

 She cracks. 

 Both topples and explodes, his wizard's tower of menace.  Like bursts of black blood in the 

brain – she, shaken vessel of pressurized funk, gives way.  The mind tightens to a taut wire, accented by 

jellied eruptions of blindness and void...the body gives out, is broken and shattered, splayed under this 

force, until what (really?) remains? 

 It is a very slow settle.  But something of a someone becomes, a leaking out over the plain...a 

subtler residue marked by clearer structures.  She even turns to windows now.  She collects many.  

Sturdy squares from which to observe, frames to begin a looking in.  She comes to recognize patterns, 

patchworks, some occasional abysmal holes, but gradually smaller and further between.  She clings to 

the shapes of the clouds, the sturdiness of mountains and monuments, doorways and straighter rails. 

 She begins to resemble a painting of sorts, finite and rectangular, stroked, lined and dolloped 

into smaller and variously compartmental blocks, by no means abstractly ordered or regular, but safe 

from the darkness that's lifting away, and the black night rumbling along underneath. 



 

ONE WAY IN WHICH HE THINKS 

 

 The nerved nuances of a line swirled about by a pencil, a pen, a stick of charcoal.  Darting up, 

now over, around, across, collecting here in a curl and there flaying out as if to reach.  The instrument 

rises from the paper at the apparent behest of the hand or somewhere further up the arm, or through the 

shoulder and neck, there, or in the region known as the brain.  Plunges down again, thicker this time, 

almost jammed against the resisting and allowing surface, vertically, but with curvature, downward.  

Only to circle round again, concentrically, but also trespassingly, cutting through lines already marked 

there, he thinks, trying to track the tracings in a hurried or impassioned copying, flurrying of a sketch 

of a face by Alberto Giacometti. 

 He thinks: this is one way in which he thinks. 

 The attempt to circumscribe and scrape the surface, to travel over, under, through, around; a 

context, a substance, a concept, an occurrence.  To push the mind on an adventurous quest, a torrid and 

desperate quest, for treasures unknown; for comfort, support or supply that somehow seems required, a 

frenzied address and passivity, to want, to know.  To get at something, like a clutching, a grasping, 

climbing or plunging, burrowing – a tunneling and a setting of the nets, he thinks. 

 This furtive dashing from subject to subject, fact to fact, possibility to possibility, a longing to 

create a shape, to resemble and reassemble, not a form, not a detail, but some unseen thing, some hunch 

or hunger, some aptitude almost, he thinks, not to resemble so much as to resonate, to feel participant – 

a welcoming, a discovery and a kind of theft, a claim. 

 He wants to know, he thinks.  Giacometti craves whatever all of it is that comes to expression in 

the mask of the visage…wants his hand to find it, his arm, his mind, his gaze.  Wants to achieve it, 

while he is so certain he cannot, he thinks, because it is not captured there, in the face, the gaze, but 

only animate upon, in motion through, “passing across” we say, so the lines too have to keep moving, 

crosshatching, spiraling, assaying like a monitor, trembling, piercing, ratcheting back, a furious 

fervency registering then scampering, skipping like a waterbug, dancing, rippling, erasing as it flits, 

leaving traces, he thinks. 

 This is one way in which he thinks – that doomed and ferocious surveying, cross-purposed 

tomfoolery of infinite regress, chasing, hunting, devouring pursuit of such a faster, farther and intimate 

foe – of knowledge, of dream, of certainty, surety.  Of no end.  The reprieve comes from exhaustion, a 

breathless unraveling, of being played out, of snipe-searching and jabberwockies, ferdydurke and Holy 

Grail, he thinks, to know, he thinks 

 He tires. 

 He feels the softness of the larger tool, the thick grainy stamp of charcoal in Kathe Kollwitz’s 

fingers and palm.  Slower, gentler, diffuse, he thinks, and the descriptive label denotes the self-portrait 

as “an observant, emotional, meditative depiction with a quality akin to sculpture.”  In its stillness?  

Silence?  He ponders, at times his thinking is this way, ruminative and owl-like, following the contours 

of ideas, shapes or persons with a gentling apprehension, as if soaking or calming an instinct, as if 

obligating time, to take in, absorb, 

 he thinks, solemnly and resolutely about the laughing cheeks of his son or subtle curvature of 

his wife’s waist and blooming hips, there is nothing quick or haphazard in this introspection, he thinks, 

bending the strokes of his mind to follow the lilt of her voice or the sleep in his daughter’s breath.  

Near-somnolent the care and dedication matching synapse to tempo, surface to language, he thinks, 

 an activity that requires, nay cannot occur without, demands conditions like daydreaming or 

wistfulness, the focused meander of a hollow or phrase, an aroma registering intake, what bouquet 

implies.  He sits now and thinks “reverie,” thinks Debussy, Satie.  Thinks Eakins, Homer and Wyeth, 

thinks precision and creation where the sheer urge to incorporate, meld, furthers the investment past 

copy to craft, past reception to conception, he thinks haiku. 



 As he thinks this way about Kollwitz’ haunted gaze, Dine’s gates unused and aging, 

deteriorating there, tools rusting to the barnyard walls, bones lying in the weeds.  Skiff in still water, 

dusty vases, repose and rectitude, what empathy costs, he thinks, some sorrow, some grief and much 

life.  It’s a sort of sleep-trance, this lostness, this concentration, a sacred scanning that can’t go far but  

must be full, even now, thinking the letters into being tardies the procession – the symmetrical rise of 

the t to feel its t naturally follow, where “natural” now means “purposive possible” and gets completed 

with a careful “-“   (t).  / \ n = h, / c = e and so on for on the simplest articles (the), he thinks 

 as if all conjoins in pace and ratio – his body, his imagination, the world he beholds, yes, he 

thinks, it is a kind of holding as spent lovers might, a caress that presses enough to massage, things get 

imbibed rather than gulped down this way, he thinks, 

 as if in fluid line, where the ink cannot be broken, John Covert’s “Leda and Swan” as one, one 

singular stroke, precision and soul, a setting that’s mood and its nurturing, prolix, distention, a swelling 

and dwelling, he thinks 

 this is one way in which he thinks 

 as his attention fragments to a billion splattered drops of spillage where pressures, people, 

phrases over thousands of years and hands, minds and gestures needle his brain tissues and nerve 

endings surgings of pulse and tight quickening of breath as if he didn’t avoid the heavy beam of the 

stairwell and swoons from the smack of it, he thinks, anxiety, inability to find threadendings knotted to 

pull or dismember, get some grasp of a fact, the facts, her voice his voice all voices at once and none of 

them blackout fireworks style chaos drunkenness vertigo 

 what is called thinking overload accumulation way past surplus felt as incapacity size-limitation 

functioning load brain flood freeze thaw storm saturate seeping like a twisted sponge on all sides, he 

thinks, can it still be called that he exasperates asphyxiates comes undone as the wires crackle and fray 

and the mines are tripped internal combustion combustible flammable conflagration spin wheeze dizzy 

compressing all this constricting open far past his ears and knees and soles and the temples crash down 

not crumble blades shaped to his sockets slice their way pounded from within and without with too 

much bewildering obfuscations of the sheerest realities and obligations and fogs of imagined 

consequences and everything had must have been, he thinks 

 this way 

 before the dark. 

 Which can only be described in one way.  The blacking, the descend, nothing erased but made 

to be only one tone, one hue, broad thick heavy strokes, a vice that fractures the screen squeezing into 

and out of, a tectonic bleak; no, no, no; much darker than black, he thinks, not even an angled horizon 

or bloodied marks pulled by gravity, no, no, he thinks, if you can call it that, a downward spiraling 

already begun at the bottom, sometimes, 

 he thinks this way 

 as if the spectacles applied were full of nails and rammed on his head with an iron diver’s 

helmet so no breath no sight no sound or only deep-sea cloud thunderstorm rumblings awash but ever 

so inky, he thinks, scaringly, not approachingly but already drowned, ever in past tense like doom or 

disaster, no omens, no signs, always already has, and the too late of it all, he thinks, 

 this way, 

 thinks that the blood has drained but the broken cadaver lives on, if it can be said that this is 

living, the haunted and ghost pustuling maelstrom of absence that one lack of all color becomes or has 

been, somehow never is, but always, always, the absoluteness of it, the dualities of it all with no 

choices between, the either/or without the either, ramshackle and writhing unable to move, the no and 

the no and the no of it, he thinks this one way sometimes the only one way thought arrives takes hold 

but the crows’-talons-way mythmaking way he thinks fear would be if he could ever perceive it 

descending 



 Malevich, Kline, and the scars and smears that lay waste to Bacon and Baselitz or Auerbach’s 

portraits painted with stone the blocking out and erasure emptying emptying “no always knows” he 

thinks, always knows no, no, no, what that means but no fair warning or dilemma, he thinks, 

 like when quicksand has already sucked too much of you, always that place of the last gasping 

excruciating breath blanketed under midway through the seizure and all is already all lost or nothing, 

all or nothing is already nothing, no, no, he thinks, the lost  might be nothing already because it is not 

possible already, no, not, always, nothing, he thinks and so on, one description only, sometimes, he 

thinks this is another way he thinks that thinks him and doesn’t offer, offers no, no, no, he thinks, 

 he does, sometimes, 

 think in this way, 

 too. 

 



THE MIND OF THE BODY 

 

 Coming from deep in the mind of the body, she says, attempting to soothe-coax him back 

toward – toward surface, toward choosings, toward actions or makings.  A kind of breathing and 

listening, kind of like meditating but not for the emptying but the release, her hushing lullabied-voicing 

murmurs, as he lays there, eyes self-consciously closed, sharp attention being paid to whether he's 

breathing, how often, if he knows whether or not and which (in or out), tensing, anxious, worried he 

can't pull this relaxing attention openness breathing off.  Or correctly. 

 There's the deep breaths emitted through the taut places – back of the neck, shoulder muscles, 

collar muscles, lungs and the belly.  There's the balming release – thoughts of the aching joints – knees, 

ankles, arthritic fingers.  There's the long intake into the diaphragm 1- 2- 3- 4... the hold and the 

thinking direction before it begins (consciously, intentionally) seeping outward 1-2-3-4...whew... 

 But the knots are still harsh, the stomach burning, he wondering (also, somewhere outside of his 

intention) what the therapist is looking at, if her body is slack, eyes closed as well, alongside or 

objective...wrists limp? Legs dangled along their internal apparatus or jammed in bends that support 

them, still them, relieve gravity's pull and pressure? 

 Bodies are tangled with minds or whatever the experienced “else” past the senses ought to be 

called. 

 Simply calling things or no-things seems fraught problematically to him. 

 

 Sunsets seem to happen.  You notice them, though, they don't actually take place, they pass by 

or through.  Is there an instant at which a sunset is?  Or is it always in a motived passage, motion?  

Sunset is a way the sky seems to have of behaving. 

 Language mixes up and transgresses or affiliates, forms corporations like ad campaigns when 

applied as experience, to experience.  There's no doubt things (are they things? On the page they are) 

can be said.  What is sound?  (Should have written “written,” not “said”).  Spoken, then, passes like 

sunset or stream waters. 

 Just breathe, he is told, whatever language, pictures or gestures occur to you, attach to clouds as 

they clear out of the sky of your mind.  (Sounds like Zen, he thinks, or wonders about haiku and ink 

drawings of ancient sages).  And others: 

 

“All things must have their own sky.  Let us put some sky everywhere.” 

-Joseph Joubert 

 

 He fashions a sky wherever fashioning occurs (or happens) behind one's closed eyes.  But 

thinks maybe nothing is fashioned there at all, or unidentifiably (even with its own sky) because how 

would she know he had a sky going on in there?  Doesn't seem it could be the same sky as hers, or even 

near enough for the differences to demonstrate (identify) a sky as a sky behind either's closed eyes.  

Doubt.  Shame.  (His sky is probably not right, it has words in it or on it and a treetop protruding into 

the lower left panel). 

 

 He wonders if there's control involved in any of this, or that with practice their skies might 

resemble (how without words? Or de-script-ion?) and would copies or represent-ations destroy the 

technique or purpose of the therapy?  If it were her sky he was attempting to image(-ine) or vice-versa? 

 A bird flits past, black, small, like a shadow.  His sky is beyond dusk now, so identifying it is 

not possible, could be plover, sparrow, bat, any small flying thing, really, that uses wings (wings he 

could see, did he have eyes inside his head then, too? His “eyes” (physical objects) were covered, 

“closed,” shuttered down).  Did a small, flying, winged object, resembling the silent sound-sign “bird” 

move across her nonexistent “sky” as well?  Did/does that “signify” anything?  Yes or no?  But locked 



in silent breathing, awareness, there seemed no way of verification. 

 And slowly...where...was...he? 

 

 

 

 Pounding the staple guns along the fraying edges of the saturated scissor-clipped canvas, fixing 

it to the wooden panel, he had stapled plumb through the extended thumbnail of his left hand (other 

fingers gripping the canvas around the edge of the wood), like some shelled ocean creature, it had 

given way to the pierce, not ike plaster or bone or teeth...the staple's ends had made dull thrsts right 

through and grappled toward a close through the fleshiness of his digit's pad.  So it was now fully 

embedded in the tip of his thumb and bleeding, seeping really, around the twin pricks, never having 

reached the wood board or concrete floor to tear through the other side and glance inward off of, 

thereby sealing the deal of (apparently) securing his nail to his finger.  The points then were somewhere 

suspended in his body, and his hand wasn't enjoying it one bit. 

 

 Verification: hand, thumb, nail and staple: blood.  Pain. 

 

 No words. 

 

 Might visioning be this clear? 

 

 

 Scrap the sky, obtuse, vacuous, edgeless and unremarked.  A naked female body now drifts 

there, or, in “fact”?, lay on an invisible flat surface (again, apparently) between the clumsy oval of his 

skull, background as black as dark as he'd ever noticed anything being.  So a thin curvature of a very 

smoothe, virginal, peach-resembling flesh stretched like a sculpture lain horizontally or hung by 

invisible lines across the space of his (apparently) inverse-facing eyes.  He could see no blemish, the 

left side was facing him (as if the whole body were a “face”?) from toes pointed slightly to his 

(apparent) left, up along the knee nub (one leg barely bent to prove there were two and each equally 

svelte, nubile, pliable and solid) on along the full rounded rectangle of the thigh to a ripe buttock cheek, 

dip over the bone of the hip and hinted rise of a delicate pubis.  There muscles began to work, 

tightening a line along the waist, revealing a small gap between the small of the back and the 

nonexistent surface then gently waving like water the back, unfurling to the shoulder which rests there.  

The belly with refreshing incalculable rise, tautening to the suggestion of a rib, a succulent cylinder 

supporting a small breast like a dollop of yogurt and the silhouette of a gathered nipple thimble.  

Diffusing delta of the chest, gentle line of collarbone from neck to knob of shoulder from which lilts a 

willowy arm, forming a classic anatomy mark along her side, hand resting open at the abdomen's 

bloom.  Hair a shade of the darkness coiled and wrapped like a silken nest for her Brancusi'd ovoid of a 

head, attached to her body by a column of rippling milk. 

 

 Breathe in 1-2-3-4...image-thing-concept-idea on the former sky now apparent void in the 

theater of his cranium, a cloudless dark with ripple of profound beauty twinging and tingling his belly, 

out 1-2-3-4...tension repositioning from the neck and scalp, shoulders and consciously-closed eyes, to 

his hands (itching to know the surface of things) and his loins (biologically/sociologically determined 

or conditioned, he surmises), gazing inward-intently on his wife, smelling the curl of hair beneath her 

ear, about her neck, his hand satisfying itself at rest on her thigh, across her sternum, thumb and 

forefinger the cupline of her breast... 

 

  



 Let it go, he is advised, let the sky clear, filled with this, that and the other thing, become a 

blank page adding more unsoiled lines to each one he dirties with markings.  Bewilderment of mind, he 

thinks, infinity of capacity and engendering, stilled only in death, he hypothesizes, and he doesn't want 

to be dead, but wonders if success in this scenario would be pretending to be. 

 

 She shifts her weight on her chair, a signal he ponders, to act upon?  One eye squints slightly to 

peek, she is looking up into a corner or seam of the ceiling, seemingly relishing the peace that's been 

purchased, while he ardently aches to get home to his spouse. 

 

  

 It's not quiet he found at the impossible bottom of things but a vortex'd abyss of production or 

collage, a sea of tar teeming with subsets and particled materials without height, weight, volume or 

extension, without substance, yet he reads as a signifier, a symbol, an emblem?  gesture maybe?  Not of 

a void, but a person.  This enthralls and dismays him. 

 

 Perhaps what is empty is full. 

 

 Perhaps “self” is negative space, is a sky, which provides limits or boundaries, which frames or 

particularizes moments of motion, while moving along its “self.” 

 

 A portion of day.  Nothing gained, nothing lost, or all cancelled out like a sameness or equals, in 

indivisible movement. 

 

 What is called “inquiry?”  And what is it for?  What is the why? 

 

 Coming from deep in the mind of the body. 



 

 

CLEAR AND DISTINCT AND IMPOSSIBLE 

 

 He wanted what he wanted, he said.  In fact, he needed it, he said.  His world wouldn’t work 

without it, without everything in its right place, he said.  Everything in its right place. 

 For whom? she said.  For whom would everything be in its right place?  And whose idea of 

right? she said.  And how would you know when everything dropped into the place that, let’s say you, 

she said, consider correct? she said. 

 This he could not abide.  He struggled with antagonism to his proposed theories, he said.  He 

could not abide revelations challenged and undercut, he said.  It ruins the entire understanding, he said.  

If I can see it, he said, and feel it, he said, then I can know it to be true. 

 She nods negatively.  This is a gas, she says, a real hoot.  A single-minded autocracy over all 

things.  Over all the earth, she says.  A unified infinitely small and narrow as a single grain of sand 

viewpoint, she says, it’s a kind of insanity this view of yours, she says.  Everything in its right place by 

vision and sensation, she says. 

 It’s demonstrable, he says.  Think about it, he says.  Think about those occasions at or in which 

you feel yourself all together and located deeply, he says, nested in your environment.  Maybe, he says, 

maybe it’s a utopian feeling of home or something, he says, maybe it’s a spirituality-type thing of 

redemption or heaven, he says, of salvation, he says. 

 I doubt it, she said.  I doubt that fervently, she said.  

 There, he says, right there is the root of all the problems, he says, that fundamental sinister 

cynical doubting, he says.  Thoroughgoing, wide-spread, prevalent, he says, this doubting, this lack of 

hope, this bollocks, he says, this utter unwillingness to risk, he says, this ultimate fearing of life, he 

says.  You are like cancer, he says, like rust and corruption and decay, he says, you represent all that’s 

wrong with the race, he says, with your cracks and fissures of fearing, he says, your skeptical scientific 

doubts, he says. 

 She sighs.  She smiles. 

 He frowns.  Fumes.  Grimaces.  Grunts. 

 They sit. 

 

 Because it’s so arbitrary, she says.  So ridiculous and arbitrary a vision like yours, she says.  No 

source but yourself, no perspective but your own, she says, every single person would possess their 

very own angle or aspect, memory, false or otherwise, she says, of this ultimate and glorious justice.  

Senseless, she says, unworkable! 

 He growls.  Angers. 

 They sit, silent. 

 She hums and whistles. 

 What if our images collide? she says.  What if they come right up against one another – 

everything in its right place impossible everything she says in two different right places, she says, 

separate. 

 Paradox, he says.  Always with truth the paradox problem, he says. 

 Inexplicable? she says. 

 Sensible and senseless, he says, silent, he says. 

 Okay, okay, she says, truce, she says.  Help for me to see this situation, she says, help me to 

visualize all this everything, all at once, being in its ideal location, she says, okay? she says.  Give me a 

taste of this perfect paradoxical paradise, she says, even if only for just us two, she says.  If even just us, 

she says. 

 



 He pauses.  He glances about.  He ponders.  He wonders.  He searches years of vocabulary.  He 

must get this right, he thinks, this one shot at uttering everything in its right place, he thinks, he must 

express everything at once in its appropriate order and placement and sound, he thinks, for this to be 

part, to be profitable, he thinks, to propounding this perfect and paradoxical, perfect and paradoxical, 

he thinks, explanation of a proper human utopian existence, he thinks.  He is thinking and feeling love.  

He can’t seem to explain it, he thinks, even to himself. 

 Well, she says.  Well, start in with description maybe, she says.  Try me, she says, I’m ready, she 

thinks, to be convinced of everything in its right place for once, she thinks, at least for one moment, she 

thinks, if even only for one moment, she thinks. 

 He searches air, searches his mind.  I am searching, he thinks, searching for what I do not know 

that I know, he thinks. 

 It isn’t easy, he says, it wouldn’t be easy, it’s not easy, he says.  Looking directly at her. 

 She lets him look at her.  She thinks things about herself when he looks at her this way, she 

thinks.  I have certain feelings, she thinks, that I don’t know quite how to describe, she thinks, she feels.  

She feels things she thinks she thinks rather, she thinks.  How would I say this to him? she thinks.  How 

might I convey my feelings about this to him, she thinks.  She probably could not, for the obvious 

reasons that it would not be adequate, would not be adequate the actuality she thinks she feels, she 

thinks.  Like breezes, she thinks.  Like a breeze. 

 Well-? she says.  Will you? she says.  Will you try to speak to me something I might believe? 

she says, and by believing encounter some understanding of it all? she says, of you? she says. 

 He hesitates.  I am paralyzed, he thinks.  I am dumb suddenly, he thinks.  I am unable.  I do not 

know the first word, he thinks.  Cannot formulate the first term of the sentence that might convey 

everything in its right place to this beautiful woman, he thinks.  To begin, he thinks, where to begin? he 

thinks. 

 Where to begin? he says.  He thinks. 

 Just start talking, she says, formulate the picture, the distinct sensation you are imagining, she 

says, and just paste your words to it, she says, be like a translator, she says.  A thousand words for your 

picture, your idea, she says.  Give me a thousand words – we’ve all night, she says. 

 He hesitates.  He wonders.  He glances about.  He ponders. 

 I’m all nerves now, he thinks.  I feel ill, he thinks.  I should never have, I cannot do this, he 

thinks.  I’m not sure what to say, at all, he says, where to begin, he says.  He thinks about love. 

 You must have an image or a sensation, she says.  She feels him looking at her, past her, around 

her, through her.  He must be thinking something distinctly, she thinks.  Like what I am feeling, she 

thinks, something clear and distinct and impossible, she thinks. 

 He thinks something.  He feels something.  He thinks he hopes, he thinks.  He’s not exactly 

hoping, he thinks.  It isn’t hope exactly, he thinks.  He thinks maybe he should say. 

 They sit.  They are silent.  They are across from one another.  They wish they were side by side.  

They are quiet.  We cannot know if they are thinking.  It seems they must be thinking.  About 

something.  About one another.  About what they were talking about.  About what they were 

approaching, we think, what they were considering talking toward, we think, about… 

 We want someone to say something, we think, to say something or to move.  To further the 

thing, we think, the thing we are unsure about but have a distinct feeling for, we think.  A sort of 

paradox, we think, something so clear and distinct and impossible.  Inexpressible. 

 We watch.  They sit.  They are silent.  We are quiet.  We are thinking.  He is silent.  He is staring.  

Straight ahead, or out into.  He is not thinking, exactly, he is not knowing what he is experiencing, we 

think, watching him, watching her, wondering what she anticipates, what she might be expecting, if she 

was expecting?  If she is, we think.  She seems impatient.  She is sitting, she is silent, her hands fidget 

about, she thinks she wants to ask about it again, but she already has in so many words, she thinks, she 

has done what she can, she thinks, she wonders about doing something more, she thinks, maybe she 



should do something more, she thinks, just to see.  To see what he is thinking of, she thinks. 

 They continue.  They sit, silently, staring, or glancing about.  It is confused.  He is giving up on 

his feeling, he thinks, he is revising his beliefs, he thinks.  We see him appear confused, confused and 

crestfallen, we think.  He slouches a bit, we think, his gaze is changing, we think.  He is growing tired, 

she thinks, do you have something to say, she says, were you going to try to explain these things to me? 

she says, I would like to hear about these things, she says.  She is softer it seems, we think.  She seems 

almost kind in her quietness, we think, it seems.  We wonder what will happen next. 

 He fidgets again.  He yawns.  He thinks how silly it all is, to have a vision, superstition, he 

thinks, feelings, he thinks, to see, feel, hope particular things, he thinks, so powerfully, concretely, he 

thinks, so clear, distinct and impossible, he thinks, and not be able to express it, he thinks.  To not be 

able to communicate such things, he thinks, it must not be real, he thinks, it must not be meaningful or 

real, he thinks. 

 She daydreams, although it is nearly night. 

 She distracts, on accident, we think, she seems to have lost track, we think, watching now him, 

now her.  They are growing tired, we think, tired of waiting and being unable, we think. 

 She remembers the flowers, she smiles vaguely, she is looking at the greeny vine traipsing the 

latticed wall, she remembers tiny white flowers, from her youth, she thinks, or strewn about on her 

floor, she thinks, she remembers, almost, the feeling she had at one time, she thinks.  I had those 

feelings, she thinks, so clear and distinct that I couldn’t express them, she thinks.  Why can’t we 

express them? she thinks, to herself. 

 They are preoccupied now, we can clearly see that, we want to describe the situation to one 

another as we see it, we are thinking.  We are thinking of love, maybe, we think.  Maybe what we see is 

love, we think, maybe that’s what we see, we think, how could we know? we think, we say to one 

another, however would we know if it was love? we think, we say to one another.  Do you think it’s 

love? I say to you.  How would we ever know? you say to me.  So clear, so distinct, and impossible, we 

think. 

 It becomes so difficult, we think, he says, she listens.  She fidgets.  She looks at him, she 

glances about.  What is so difficult, she says, what is so difficult right now? she says, and it is quiet 

there, quiet there on the bench where they sit near one another, where we are watching them, where we 

are wondering to ourselves what might be happening?  What had he in mind at the start?  Whatever is 

so clear and distinct, and yet seems so impossible? 

  



 



Individuals in Conversation 

 

 I remembered it differently. 

 The ways words burrow around our lives, fore and aft, pulling pieces of information from deep 

recesses, unseen crevasses, emotional creeks and seas, apparently without meaning.  I hadn't expected. 

 I remember a particular piece, with language falling all about me, a swoosh here, a dip there, 

some clear lines of logic, some personal histories and opinions.  I remember feeling it was going well, 

thinking with a stimulated charge, an awakened interest in humanity, an after-all-we're-not-all-bad (as 

in dumb, stupid or shallow).  There are people who still talk about things (as in substantive and self-

reflexive), media hasn't ruined us yet. 

 It contained active passages, comments darting and instantly streaming, dancing almost, 

between mouths and minds.  Bold streaks of knowledge careening over capable brains, a sweet strong 

mixture of definitive interests and intense passions.  Complementary, you might say, connective. 

 You could sense entire beings sliding over and about one another, like some serious harmony, 

some rare and remarkable blending, as two branches of a river might crawl toward one another over a 

plain, mingle and rush onwards twice as deep and full. 

 I kept thinking “cascade.”  Bright verbs enlivening and enlightening tissues and neurons 

alongside heavier contexts.  Syntax caressed and enjoying its composition, words and phrases pooling 

and swirling with ideas and emotions, beginning to run together, crossing over a scuttle and swerve, 

shimmering upwards and coming to rest.  And beautiful pause. 

 In a spell of reactive solitude and philosophical cynicism I all but gave up on sharing 

intelligence with my species.  I had come to think of us as isolate systems, over-specialized, too-

committed to uniqueness and our own inner worlds to commune in any ways that might construct 

Babels of towers or gigantic walls or pyramids any more, unless made from some prefab parts like the 

evolution of Lego blocks from simple primaried rectangular prisms to ocean waves and turret-shapes of 

aqua, silver and gold.  Surfacing. 

 When I recoiled to take stock – a feeling I was being duped or experiencing some false interior 

fantasy, the strands thinned out and the temperament darkened.  We really are imprisoned psyches 

participating in our very own realities.  Something in what you said about what may or may not pertain, 

what might be possible or nearly true, made me realize how different we were.  Distinct lines.  I had 

wanted a sameness, a joining rather than a consultation. 

 We carried on for awhile, two dark identified trails, viewing some common thing, a wash, a 

spread of existence, an artifact it had produced.  Perhaps there was a moment we were both absorbed 

into a broader stroke of shared isolation, but there was no more parlay.  The din of the crowd and 

streaks or shrieks of laughter, of music, of color and form were outside us now.  I carried on alone, 

joining the commerce and coherent path of the attendees and their lively, scattering children, and you, 

you journeyed away as well, forever solo from me into that bright light.



ASSIGNMENT 

 

 

 “As if,” is the first thing that comes to mind, along with some very vague impression of a 

remote referencing (as if in cool airless caves in the back walls of my skull) of Freud’s Interpretation of 

Dreams, which I’m not even certain I’ve ever read in, never having had much interest in dreams. 

 Which would have surprised Tony.  He would have thought…from the way I’d spoken of 

recurrence or theme or continuity…(there – another! Wittgenstein’s Mistress by David Markson and 

the feeling, recognition of the word reconstruction, how one or I or we go about it, building, putting 

things together, listening to French Teen Idol beautiful and sensitive mournful nostalgic theme-ish 

music from Italy, the static of memory and impression).  That one I have read, and more often than 

once.  Wanting it right now (when I get home, I tell myself) to be directly reminded of an account and 

brilliant occurrence of referencing what one has taken in and some odd instinct-like reflex to construct, 

re-construct, I guess, experience or memory or an immaterial habitat.  Although print is material and 

therefore grounding, words and the memory of words, mental image of page or not, are much more 

similar to dreams. 

 In their arriving and slipping away. 

Also the great beauty of my loved one’s face.  How unique like a deep-sea brilliantly colored sleek 

symmetrical creature, giving off its own light.  Yet I stare at her now as if stunned or confronted, each 

time I find myself looking out of my skull – like a snow-capped mountain framed perfectly by a cabin’s 

window, or a dashing stream – each time, each time it assaults and grabs you, no matter how long or 

intently you gaze, memorize, become intimate with each line, crevasse, surface, ripple, runnel, 

capturing of light and its glowing throwback…always (and I mean always) changing. 

 As if… 

 But Tony wants to continue with his confoundedness that I keep conjuring this dream through 

apparently arbitrary nights, roughly yearly, and don’t find it stimulative of interest or inquiry, worth 

reflecting on, in which I (these began  maybe when I was 8, 10, 12 years old) I’m on a darkened red-

yellow-lit stage behind an upright piano, or at times standing around the back of it with both hands 

around a microphone at my mouth, and just one song is going on (on and off through my forty-some 

odd years) just one song, very detailed, each dream moves the song (though the dreams seem expansive, 

hours long at a go) carries the tune along only a few notes of the score, a word or two of the lyrics, 

truly maybe only a couple of measures, a few seconds of the total track time.  I mention that I do 

remember that on waking from this dream when it recurs (and I always wake from it) I nearly always 

have an impression in the vicinity of my ribcage-sternum-belly-area that my life will most likely end 

simultaneously with the conclusion of the song, but that always makes me feel religious in ways 

uncomfortable to me, for some reason, all faithlike ideafeelings in my brain or body upset and/or annoy 

me (I love the term ideafeeling lifted without shame by many of us from Dostoevsky’s notebooks, now 

I see the section of his books, journals, letters, tomes about and around him at their home on my mantle, 

almost an image in my mind, like a completely unfocussed photograph, some color there – the red and 

purple volumes of his diaries and reflective sheen of the mylar cover of his sister’s recollections in day 

light). 

 For some reasons all these banal happenstances interest Tony, who, in these conversations 

always seems less and less like a friend of mine and more and more an interviewer, psychoanalyst or 

repulsively inquisitive stranger, those people who give off the impression of some genuine curiosity 

regarding humanity in general, our behaviors and quiddities, habits and particulars but always leave 

you feeling a little (or quite a lot) violated, as if you’ve just spent time with some fucked-up voyeur or 

fantasy-addicted therapist gathering content or suggestions for their own filthy twists of obsessions. 

 

 



 Wish we could all just keep to ourselves I mutter (and feel acutely) seeing (back behind my eyes 

somewhere) the thickly layered and cloudy sky of some British-isle-like heath with a lone idiotically-

gazing hearty woolen sheep solitarily staring straight out at the viewer, the readers of Party of One: A 

Loner’s Manifesto by Anneli Rufus, thereby exiting (at least in my imagination) via my own escapist 

fantasy-fabricating, Tony’s presence, rather than directly across from me, wishing I were the sheep 

there, that far away from any company, continents-away from anything approximating my “friend” 

Tony. 

 This is how it is for me in the world, not that you care, nor would I expect you to, I’m just 

writing this because I have to, it’s an assignment after all, I’m sitting here with a stack of blank pages 

on which I found my name and today’s date and the phrase, I guess it is, a directive, printed, 

ASSIGNMENT: TO WRITE WORDS, these are they (them?) the words I am writing onto these blank 

open track lanes of white notebook paper.  Having decided to write the words “as if” to trigger 

something in my brain (or because my brain was so triggered to do so), observing the woman I love 

nearby me perusing and intently studying an oversized exhibition catalog or retrospective of Joan 

Mitchell’s paintings, and imagining what it would be like if I were in one of my children’s shoes, at the 

mercy of, under the compulsory instruction of a middle- or high-school prison of a classroom and a 

teacher (if lucky) who gave simple straightforward directives that actually left room for youth to wind 

feelings thoughts and experiences freely only requiring invention, imagination and enough self-

possession to cause oneself to act, in this case, to write, words, onto pages of paper, having also written 

(probably obviously at this point) my own name, today’s date and the words “ASSIGNMENT: TO 

WRITE WORDS” as an attempt to trick myself into writing something, anything, since I do think of 

and about writing a lot, and read as much as I feel is considerately (I am part of a household, or at least 

family of nine – spouse, myself, and seven children) possible to because I really like to learn and think 

and form and receive words in the world, though terribly (not using that word lightly) concerned with 

language itself as a medium (why do we produce it, what do we/I hope to achieve in its use or 

production, how and/or does it relate to a or the world “out there” that I kind of believe I perceive or 

inhabit, or my own perceptions sensual experience internal what not) all to say I have very little idea or 

self-knowledge  or any certainty whatsoever concerning what human being is, nor how to go about 

approaching that query, being already, apparently, a human being myself, it is thereby something I can 

only pretend or imagine myself capable of observing or inquiring into since I am quite unable ever to 

be other than I am or to distance or alter myself in an existential way, which (obviously) would be 

necessary for experimentation, observation, scrutiny. 

 I am, metaphorically, due to what we imagine consciousness, a bundle of concentric, interlaced, 

tangled and overlapping – closed circles. 

 Puts me, again, obscurely, more sensation-ally than cognitively, in mind (?) of experimental 

novels composed serially or under mathematical or some other formal constraints, or the self-devouring 

prospect of language philosophy, epistemology, ontology, semiotics and so on, all, to some degree (like 

self-reflection) demanding (for success) an originary impossibility – the capacity to be “other” or 

“outside” of the species one is studying or seeking to understand.  Circles in a pool of water. 

 People (Tony, for instance) tire easily and quickly of these chattering pursuits of my head, 

another reason I prefer the absence of others, thinking things through is painstaking, time and 

concentratively-consuming and from the outset futile in an absolute and ultimate regard.  But I persist 

in it, as do many others (and much more successfully or interestingly or pleasurably than I) because we 

find it (here I’m assuming for the rest) a compelling and vital method or pathway to get to our deaths 

and retain a feeling or experiencing, sensations of expansion, vitality, interest. 

  

 

 

 



 It actually becomes clear or evident quite speedily that this manner of being is hopeless, ultimately banal 

and stuffed with futility, and yet, for many of us (there are a lot of cultural artifacts in the world!  Art, literature, 

music, sciences, etc. all some version of this “vanity, vanity, all is vanity”) still compulsively fascinating.  And, 

(again, for some of us) it is desirable to live out our terms of being largely in psychosomatic states of wonder, 

delight, challenge and amazement.  I apologize for all of us to all the rest of you who are probably out there 

building things and killing things and planting and growing and raising and policing and drinking things and 

having sex and watching movies and running and playing athletics and forming armies and burning things and 

constructing bridges and governments and rules and laws and enforcing things or acting things or trying to 

convince people or cleaning things or any of millions of possible things: people of action, use, and practicality or 

brute forces, behavior. 

 Tony seems to judge my dream easily as displaying both wish-fulfillment and death-drive and finds my 

propensity to wander off topic as ample evidence as to why the dream keeps haunting or visiting me, as I (clearly, 

he says) suppress things so militantly into my subconscious subcutaneous realm(s). 

 And what-not, for I’m home now, Wittgenstein’s Nephew duly plucked and its coffee-stained warped-

crinkly history of my use and abuse on display to me for a refreshing amble, a bringing to mind, a visitation, 

encounter, much more interesting and wide-rangingly concentrated than Tony’s conversation, and really, as far as 

long-time mostly positive acquaintances we commonly term “friends” go, he’s above average, repeatedly 

supporting me under pressure, drops by supplies I need, bears up alongside me in times of difficulty, fixes my 

cars, my electricity, doors, plumbing, lights, children’s toys and so on, a fine steady human being with a capable 

mind, large vocabulary, many professional skills, and sympathy and empathy and kindness… 

 but he misses me.  And really all I can remember having done for him is provide him with alcohol, fed 

him well a multitude of times (I really enjoy cooking, even more so watching people ingest my fare) and listened.  

I’ve kept him hours of company and attended to him.  And I think maybe that’s what he misses?  Someone 

paying attention to him, available (that’s not really true of me, I shirk availability like lizards drop their tails, I 

really prefer communication (or its attempt) between people who share a mysterious affinity or resonance as I’m 

fond of calling it, to happen in writing, from a safe and therefore much more intimate distance.  You’ll risk 

splaying open your inner fears, hopes, ultimate doubts, dreads, angers, hatreds, disappointments, loves and joys 

much more readily with a being you can’t see (won’t have practical or immediate consequences) you nearly have 

the freedom or license of a locked-away-personal journal thorough correspondence over distance and time with 

an amiable human other, with the advantage (or disadvantage) of an audience other than yourself, someone 

capable of responding, or affording that mysteriously desirable sense of validation, acknowledgment, “I hear 

you,” “yes, you seem to exist” (I’ve paper with your penmanship right here between my right forefinger and 

thumb crackling a wee bit in the breeze) 

 As if… 

 Beside, possibly far beside the point (by now you’re probably totally bewildered about that digital pen 

prick of light) Tony was a fair gesture as human beings go. 

 Pretty sure I was expressing my solitary bent in this endurance race of bracketing dates beneath my 

random name in spite of a long and questionable history of romantic and pseudo-romantic involvements, of 

bearing with (by which I mean we all seem to bear, bare, and committedly share) my dear, precious family (by 

which I infer these are people I actually miss when they’re absent) well, they keep me on a level and gathered 

wits via co-dependence and head-on dependence (the toddlers) that somehow allow me to bypass major spiraling 

pits and trails to quicker doom, and by my heart, they expand, provide the threat and breathlessness of risk, and 

what feels an infinite variety for my “human spirit” (as Tom Robbins has it) to “enlarge itself” upon/within.  

Where would I be without them? 

 

 

 “Can you imagine?” Tony adds.  “If they weren’t there to stay steady for, be available to, cook and clean 

for, bathe, feed, shelter, share cynicism and mistrust with, seek not to pollute (I’m a smoker) and so forth, you’d 

have gone the way of Tony by now (he called himself himself just then, rather than utilizing a simple pronoun, as 

if indeed he was speaking to my little ones rather than their father – note how easily I become ambiguous or 

transparent in my own life) working a job you don’t care about, wasting copious amounts of time in a daze 

wondering why you didn’t go ahead and do, think, make, or read something, diddling away hours at a computer 

or radio for virtual company or a noise that makes the fact that you’re really alone seem monstrously implausible, 



and needing immeasurable amounts of damaging alcohol and nicotine and tire to come anywhere near sleeping.” 

 Ahem. 

 This is what I was referring to as “friendship=attendance,” a lonely drunken rambling along, quite 

possibly filled of meaning for whomever the subject is, but usually already understood by the recipient subject at 

least in the general run of things “life is hard and then you die” sort of thing. 

 As if, and the thing about beauty is that very curvature, outer edge, liminal limit that holds it so ready for 

comprehension, everything yearns for it, if you could just get your arms, hands, eyes, mouth, heart, mind, belly 

around it, in it, into and throughout it, if you could conjoin, copulate, but that slick rubbery opaque veil, you 

know you’d bring corruption, mixed element, and anyway, you simply can’t quite comprehend, apprehend, take 

it all in…rather you press right up or ogle of lean, squint, grasp at toward it and stay in just that wide open 

humble helpless position outstretched heart and face and vitals exposed for as long as beauty is available, 

presented, heard, felt…as if 

 was the trigger, Tony the foil, commentator, captioner, laborer, and the words keep writing as if I’d been 

mercilessly commanded to write, regardless of potential content, without constraint save such as the circles 

inherently imply, that is self-constraint which involves conventions and psychical and finitude and personality 

and capacity limitations of talent, knowledge, vocabulary and facility, imagination, etc., while I keep wanting to 

say more than I have about the woman I adore and love and how she astounds and undoes me, renders me 

defenseless save ridiculous rage or caged idiocy (my own parameters self-imposed fears habits of belief low self-

worth and so on) because I inexplicably (well maybe explicable, have considered Robbins’ “enlarge itself 

through risk variety and novelty” notion, or survival instinct that at some point I might need someone’s help – 

witness account of Tony’s “friendship” or my family’s presence – as a leftover trauma distortion of 

infancy/dependency; or some vital force urge psychobiological driving to extend or insure extension into 

unknowable future by striving only for unreachable – ineffable – any un- in- im- words) but no certainty around 

these options just the strongly held conviction that a principle ache of mine is to come nearer, pass back and 

forth, co-respond, commune, SHARE SOMETHING really with this enormous enigma and wonder I have the 

unexpected privilege grace of encountering day after day after night and morn as my partner, love, wife, 

significant (oh she is that!) other (and that for sure!)… 

 But it’s as if that is genuinely beyond my reach no amount of learning study dreaming desire prayer 

yearning longing want reading exposure to prone devotion for will determination passion need can budge me any 

nearer or approximate or 

 You know, a lot of people have indicated that my persistent search and choosing of what’s impossible 

and equally consistent despairing of my inevitable and indeed established failure (capacity, comprehension, 

performance, talent, style, ability) is, as they accuse, “self-defeating” to which suddenly I feel that yes, it is 

inherently so – self-propelling, whipping to fervor and furor, furrowing the brow, steely-eyed mania-fueled 

tenacious pursuit of ineffable impossible unrealizable incomprehensible immeasurable unarguable goals of 

understanding (all this co- co- co- duality plurality obsession singular plural being-in being-with being-toward 

crap) does indeed necessarily result in failure.  But then what is death anyway (or the life played out until it)?  

But impossible striving toward forward (living) and inevitable absolute failure of that project obsession devotion 

commitment (dying)? 

 As if, finally, or in the last analysis, everything were pointless, like my supposed inevitable inability to 

tell anyone how the song finishes out? 

 



Words       Gestures 
 
 
 
 

“I went to the word to make it my gesture. 
I went.  And I am going.” 

Edmond Jabes 
 

“You may write with a pencil, but once you come to draw with it, 
what a diverse end those marks serve. 
But the fortuitous elemen is still there - 

the element of meeting something you didn't expect, something that isn't yourself.” 
Charles Tomlinson 
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Without beginning, exactly 
 Without a single end.  Desire. 
   And why?  How? 
     Persons. 
Context.  Realm.  and World. 

-LIFE- 
        Dismembered.  Disremembered. 

“Fragmented.”  “Fragments.” 
 
 
The words, then, also act in this way: 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
     within themselves. 

 
As if under, or hovering above/behind.  As if “through.” 
 

Their behavior. 
 

He might say: 
 

 
 
 

                                 in just the ways we say that, 
 
 
 

Yet she will hear (maybe, probably, if lucky) 
 
 

 
 
 

                                 
                                                           her inflections added. 

    
 
 
 
 

“I tend to think 
the fragment is 

our way of 

apprehending...
anything at all. 

Our inclusive 

views are all 

mosaics.” 
-Rosemarie 

Waldrop  
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IMAGES 

 

 

IMAGES 



Like an exasperated “Godamnit! I love you, you difficult beast!” (or just “I love you” said that 
way).  Then “well I mean, honey, really, if you only knew, and in these depths, shit, my mother, 
a bill unpaid, really love, turn, hear,” and finally “baby it's just the way it is, I love you, you, love, 
even this that the other way – I love you” (flung back across) revisit, summation, gesture, 
unable to feel heard, rephrase the way it seems it might effect, ought to (isn't) effect (ing) as 
burst and coiled currently just so with the words spoken as clear as signs written but frayed 
and curled, twisted and straightened by fears of his own, sudden emotion memories, 
hesitations, constant think re-thinking, tumbling the subject matter, refracting, frown, shoulder-
shrug, hand tangling hair, scratching forehead wince mother government chill wishing and so 
on so that it is written as it occurs, 

likewise the alterations 
of her bodymind history ideas sense of self current anxiety content sorrow hopefulness ratio 
behaving upon his total gesturing speaking being attempt toward always without an eraser 
this way, living... 
 
 Only serving as an example for how marks might be made reach beyond under behind 
around what those (if they were represented as borrowing existing) letters could seem to 
appear as out of his mouth (a mouth, an author's hand) alternatively received engaged 
partially retrieved perceived by (with) an other or two or many or even the same seconds-
later-changing “self” (by which I infer a human person of body and matter and cognitive 
abilities) in the mix of things, that is alive, that is being, acting, doing, saying, thinking, making 
under influence of and affecting influence as well 
 
 Or of making my gesture, how to, here now, to be writing to be read, writing, not 
scanned as an image a sign a screen but words being composed through the brain through 
the body through the hand to a page, a piece of paper, a pulped tree or sundry compressed 
bleached particles of material, a mattered activity, physical not dots of light or electricity but 
ink, just to see, well, partly to see (as in find out, take in, can't be only seen actually) to 
wonder then how we might keep communication physical, if, for instance I just tried to gesture 
or mark, sign or write, inscribe to you what it is (the story the poem the lettering words 
sentences ideafeelings and so on I might be hoping wishing intending here to record) I mean 
(?) to put into your hands to hold to feel touch perceive smell look at follow not just “scan” or 
“view” as an image but think after me – recompose for yourself – if I was to just mark(?)write - 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

might be nearest expression to what I attempt, writing, to offer, between for us to find ways on 
and in toward away around with one another medium spatio-temporal like our bodies minds 
living becoming presently points lines planes actuality behind before inherent each all 
directions fore aft beyond 

“certain 
processes 

have ony one 

direction: 
each of them 

is like a step 

forward 
whose trace 

can never be 

erased.” -Max 

Planck 

“'I' am one 

term in the 

relation 'You 
and I' which 

constitutes 

both the 'I' and 

the 'You'” 
-John 

MacMurray 

“ME is nothing 

but a position 
in an 

equilibrium” 
-Henri 

Michaux  

 

 

 

IMAGES 



   and so on 
     should get to it 

       simply seemed some introduction 
might be useful 
  as these marks you might be hearing in your mind or taking in as familiar 
through vision (even organizationally common or apparently meaning(?)ful) passing your 
fingertips over if Braille, however your bodymind might be encountering this text-writing-mark 
gesture 
 introduction by which I mean to imply                    = unit of meaning 
 
 
graphic representation of experience and so forth, communication/expression/question/ 
confession command or description and more rhetorical devices as well, even areas of inquiry 
or apparent knowledge, really, probably better as 
                                       - 
                             -   
          trying  to  write as a human entity among a swarm               
         of entities, a world-with-entities... 
         that these words you automatically 
                          (automatonically, even?) comprehend are no less indecipherable taken one 
by one 
    or as a parade, 
 

each gesture is charged 
maps (like) unknowns and seeming-familiars amongst various individual and comon entity-
types (what “entity” what “type” and so on, source, use, signification, phonemic, semeic, 
referent(s), representations etc. etc. etc. as user-entity-types, function, behaviour, history, 
personality, shape, belief, age, size, relational relativity and so on. 
 
 To cause equal sway between “cause” “equal” “sway” as signifiers, (equal opportunity, 
possibility, freedom and limitation necessary) as                                                  (actually. 
functionally.  BETWEEN us. as “signs”) 
 
 

word as materiality, field, place, space 
of/for conjoinment of entities, persons.  Humans.  You.  Me. 
 
 Of certain and unknown (to each other, to selves?) 
origins, causes, sensibilities, asterisks of triggers/emotions/ 
experiences, footnotes of history/family/personal survival 
words theories faiths and so on 
   here 
   on the page 
 
 
 
 

together at marks 
    shapes    concepts 

 

“Reality is, 
simply, our 

experience, 
and 

objectivity, is, 

of course, an 
illusion.” 
-Ronald 

Sukenick 

 

IMAGES 

 

IMAGES “Form as a 

field of 

possibilities” 
-Umberto Eco 

 

 

IMAGES 

if only, not 

illustrative 

or 
descriptive 

but marks- 

in-
themselves 
Author note 



meanings? (for whom? Which? Why? How?) 
   information  data  events 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

type of thing... 
each letter, term, phrase, 

gesture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

and so on. 
 
 
 

A greeting. 
(a wave-of-hand) 

(nod-of-head) 
(contacted eye) 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

 

 

IMAGE 



 Unknown(able) begin(ing) 
Unknowable(n) end(ing) 

Desire? Wound? Love? Strife? 
 
 

So very many (personal mythical religious political) theories of beginning(s) 
[origins unknown]                         and so on... 
 
 

entity is writing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
everything then, starting from HERE/NOW, NOW/HERE (person             ) whether 
in the writing 
  or the text 
    you reading/scanning/touching/listening 
 
however best told? 
   not equivalencies 
      not symbols 
        (above misleading) 
 
 
 
 Writing – making marks with the hand 
 
 
 
    
      = position in an equilibrium 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
erasure... 
 

Glenn Gould 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

Arkadii 

Dragomoshchen

ko 
 

Roman Jakobsen 

Idaho 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

Virginia Woolf 

Bob Dylan 

Luce Irigaray 

Low 



  Most likely... 
it has begun... 

        the beginning 
and is moving 

shifting 
        expressing 

begun 
 
we are in the movement 

motion 
        of the goings-on 

  of the text(s) 
   each and all gathering 
      in gestures 
        with 
     gestures 

skittish 
staid 
sure 

sceptical 
surprised? 
suspecting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  begun 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ludwig Wittgenstein 

Modest Mouse 
 

folding          and 

vibratory 

Edmond Jabes 

Arvo Part 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

Samuel Beckett 

Andrei Tarkovsky 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

C. S. Peirce 

William 

James 



 
 

   sigh.  breath.  think. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All that to say 
    She arrived. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As if there could be 

a symbolic system [set of metaphors] known/knowable language 
 

   answer 
     answer 
       answer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          if able 
           or not 
          able? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

Ferdinand de Saussure 

Helene Cixous 
 

IMAGES 
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A kind of poem “wishing 
language to 

be any sort of 

recognition” 
-Jasper Johns 

Clarice Lispector 

 Sigmund Freud 

Hermann Hesse 



I had not been ready for years 
   not to move this way that direction 
 or recognize 
 
   had been in three corridors, ghostlike isolate 
(also secret rooms)  maybe more corridors, foyers, hallways 
 

isolate self unknown 
responding 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

experiences, inventions, hypotheses, radical beliefs, grandiose, ashamed 
 
 
 
 

         ound(s) 
 
 
 
 
Remember about names when reading this 

(remember at least some of the following) 
 or you could find them on my body 
      [names as symbols, emblems, signifiers] 
 
 
 

Jacques Derrida always the 

possibility I 
was “in” none 
-author note 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGE 
Stephane Mallarme 

Michel Foucault 

Lynne Tillman 
Carole Maso 

Please meet as many of 
their contents/contexts 

as you can 

Fernando Pessoa 

Anton Webern 



Lists: 
Plato.  Shakespeare.  William Stafford.  Henry Miller.  Franz Kafka.  Jesus.  Aristotle.  
Nagarjuna.  Rainer Maria Rilke.  Laurence Sterne.  A.S. Byatt.  Martin Heidegger.  Helene 
Cixous.  Fyodor Dostoevsky.  Immanuel Kant.  J.S. Bach.  Fernando Pessoa.  Mother.  Mark 
Kozelek.  Alberto Giacometti.  Max Frisch.  Schuler Books.  Robert Musil.  Father.  Pavel 
Florensky.  Edmond Jabes.  The Tao.  Ouroborous.  Greg Reimer.  David Foster Wallace.  
Samuel Beckett.  Ludwig Wittgenstein.  Mikhail Bakhtin.  Bartleby.  Friedrich Nietzsche.  
Maurice Blanchot.  Miguel de Cervantes.  Gerhard Richter.  Gary Vincelette.  Scott.  Jada.  
Nelson Goodman.  Gregory Orr.  William James.  Viaka.  Simon Glendinning.  William Gaddis.  
Johannes Brahms.  Clarice Lispector.  Macedonio Fernandez.  Gunnar Ekelof.  Egon Schiele.  
William Bronk.  Paul S. Jones.  C.S. Peirce.  Robert Schumann.  Auguste Rodin.  Viggo 
Mortensen.  Seth.  This Will Destroy You.  Thomas Bernhard.  Von.  Jacques Derrida.  Zack.  
Lance Ochsner.  Lance Olsen.  Explosions in the Sky.  Mimicking Birds.  Anton Chekhov.  
Tomas Transtromer.  Andy.  Rumi.  Hafiz.  Pablo Neruda.  Melanie.  Micheline Marcom.  Uncle 
Ralph.  Albert.  Burgmuller. 
 
Tristan.  Aidan.  Ida.  Oliver.                                 Theodore.  Kayla.  Timothy. 
 
 
     Theresa             Amanda          
 
 
and so on 
 
 
 
      Names you remember:____________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(remember) 
…....... 

Israel 

Rosenfeld 

Jorge Luis 

Borges 

Uncle Ralph 
 

 

IMAGE Mark Kozelek 

 

 

IMAGE 

C.K. Ogden 
Chris Fall 

 

 



 Again to say “begin” (again) 
    to arrivals 
      appropriate markers 
          to leave 
(or retain – signposts, journals, address books, letters?) 
    if not writing 
       a lost device 
          dependent 
 
 
 when where how 
    never too late 
       if you're reading this 
 
 
  “lento” - Nietzsche 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
there is/was music 
 
         strange balloons 
         quickly and helium 
 
 (back to the arriving) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wassily Kandinsky 

Jen Wood 

Sandor Marai 
Rudolf Arnheim 
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Someone asks about 

fire or flood (moths, 

rust, dust, thieves?) 

Holy Scripture 

David Markson 

Jose Saramago 

Radiohead 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Lego 

W.J.T. Mitchell 

Enrique Villa-

Matas 

Eurydice 

Bohumil Hrabal 

Mimicking Birds 



never happens as fast as it seems 
      the rest is arriving reception arriving 

 
 

living-with 
 
       in the world 
         varieties of 
 
 
 
   ARRIVING    RECEPTION 

emptiness/void 
(solitude / solipsism) 
openness/full of room 

(relation – they) 
possibility beyond the porous borders thresholds 

 or cell. bar. Boundary. 
always porous 

(how else does it fall apart in graves) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 She arrives, 
   I arrive, 
       all of us in motion, the movement, toward the dark holey porous 
mysterious (and always unknown) end(-ing),(s?) 
 
     down to breath or heartbeat, action or word 
    we encounter a beginning-end shape 
         structurally 
 
 
 
 

 

reception 

 
arriving  

reception 
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windmills 

Simon Glendinning 

S. Carey 

Great Lake 

Swimmers 

John MacMurray 

Miguel de 

Cervantes 

Claude Levi-Strauss 

Maurice Blanchot 
Johann S. Bach 
 



that apparently human entities are drawn toward 
 
 some say “power of story”  “narrative function”  “the power of myth” 
 
all of which, actually, (look in!) point to the absence of points (of origin) 

even a blink 
a laugh 

a decision 
the cause cannot finally be traced 

     arrival 
       response 

from “deep to deep” 
abysme 

(eternal return(-ing))? 
 

Endless trailing of elements, activities, feelings/thoughts/experiences, sources of the same – 
untraceable 
   like a million tracks of bird flock feet feeding in snow 
patterns of wave from surface to ocean floor 
        wind 
    sight 
       thought 
     touch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unknowable (incalculable) origins 
Uncountable possibilities 

of 
HERE NOW / NOW HERE 
which is less than a point 

(infinitely divisible) 
moving 

 
 
 

Frederic Chopin 

Joseph Campbell 

Vincent van Gogh 

Look into! 

Aristotle 

Explosions in the Sky 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

Robert Musil 

Martin Heidegger 

 

Alberto Giacometti 

Umberto Eco 



 
She arrives (it, he, they, this, that, other, thing, event) 

He responds (I, you, another she, we, they, it...) 
 

 
 
 
 

“Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent” 
Ludwig Wittgenstein 

 
 
   writing is silent, 

gestures are silent, 
        marks and drawings... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

artifact as meeting-place 
council field 

palpable 
 
 
 

(identifiable perceptibly chosen difference relation spatial) 

 

Italo Calvino 

“in short, it is an 

'open' situation, in 
movement.  A work 

in progress” -

Umberto Eco 

“there is indeed the 
inexpressible.  This 

shows itself...” 
-Ludwig 

Wittgenstein 
“there is a nothing 

which demands to 

speak, nothing 
speaks, nothing 

finds its being in 

speech and the being 
of speech is 

nothing” 
-Maurice Blanchot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

“To bring us where we 

are, the word must have 

been transplanted from 
its natural habitat 

(sound) to a new habitat 

(space).  Writing and 
print...must have 

reshaped man's contact 

with actuality through 
the word” 
-Walter Ong 

“The place I really 

have to get to is a 
place I must already 

be at now” 
-Wittgenstein 



She arrives 
I (he) arrives 

we look 
and say 
and feel 

 
we (they, for you) have a history 

a history grand rich deep painful profound wounding betrayal dishonest infidelity resonant 
romantic 
 
     bodies 
       minds 
     speech  
       senses 
     writing 
       painting 
     page 
       canvas 

reshaping our contact with actuality 
other 

     space 
       time 

infinitely divisible always moving point 
 

where we are 
we are 

we 
 
 
 
 

….......................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
 
 
 
 

= a line on a screen = imagetext 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Julieta de 

Campos “nothing is our 

principle 

concern” 
-Edmond Jabes 

Novalis 

“he had come to 

believe that the 

toughest, most 
elastic and 

trustworthy 

medium in which 
to store and share 

other people's 

worldview was 
words” 
-Caryl Emerson 
(on Bakhtin) 

Franz Masereel 

“these delicatest of all 

experiements, experiments 
of men and intercourse” 
-Ralph Emerson (to Henry 

James) 

“everything lies on 

a continuum (as 

colors do)...” 
William Gass 

“life is not a 

sequential 
narrative of 

packaged actions 

or ideas but a 
fluid network, 

changing from 

one minute to 
the next...” 
-Burton Pike 
(on Musil) 



   shifting, 
        change(-ing), 
            motion/movement(-ing) 
 
the end is impossible 
 
 
  She (again) arriving 
        He (I) arriving 
   She re-responding (again) 
      He (I) again respond/arrive (again) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

began 
is beginning 

 
She paints marks gestures             He writes marks gestures 

They begin 
in a field of simultaneity 

“they” “we” 
 
 

web of context       “rich thicket of reality” 
open space (“clearing”) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

“we can never 

say that 

something is 
finished... 

everything is in 

a state of 
change” 
-Joseph Beuys 

“all creation proceeds 

from the flux of 
creation and 

destruction” 
-Heraclitus 

“every person is a 
half-open door 

leading to a room 

for everyone.” 
-Tomas 

Transtromer 

“and here we 

come on the 

difficulty of 
'all is flux.' 

Perhaps that is 

the very point 
at which to 

start” 
-Wittgenstein 

Mitwelt 
“Dasein is 
they” 
-Martin 

Heidegger 

“word is 
sculpture” 
-Beuys 

Wm. James 

“the relation 
of painting 

and language 

is an infinite 
relation” 
-Michel 

Foucault 

Marcel 

Broodthaers 



 To say again or make script (always “post-script”?) 
in other words: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

is our story. 
 
 
 

 She arrived. 
    Forward, hesitant. 

He frightened receptor begins to arrive 
wants to, moves toward, she draws in but also most wants 

it is a closer business, there is a nearness now, 
shared abode, fear, hope, self-doubt, risk 

   
  as if 

        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

Luigi Pareyson 

Tom Waits 

Ezra Pound 

Laura Marling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

Structuralism 

Mark Rothko 

Deconstruction 

Marcel 

Duchamp 

Robert Schumann 

Pablo Neruda 

Antonio 

Porchia 

Feist 
 



as they say, options, possibilities, outcomes, 
    unremembering lives, using erasers or going back over and dotting 
i's, recreating capitals, parentheses, editing, periods, questions, back over, over again, 
footnotes, deletions (if only), paraphrases, crossings-out, references and explanatory notes, 
digressions, commentary 

toward yea or nay 
      toward a kind of overlap or fused figure 
toward compound words 
     plurals 

using the pieces, fragments, howls and spears, 
acid pools and tarrish dark 

as well as the electricity, brightness, surges 
and available healing soothing oils balms tenderness 

to remake, reshape, fashion form 
 
 

to create 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 making – filling – space/time 
        field of possibilities 
 
 
   the as such 
        being singular plural 
 
   community    communion 
 

spontaneous simultaneity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

“the past is not 

to be rejected, 

destroyed, or 

replaced, but 
rather is to be 

judged and 

corrected, that 
the work of 

judgment and 

correction is 
endless, and 

that it 

necessarily 
involves one's 

own past” 
-Wendell 

Berry 

“find the 

form-giving 
concept” 
-Beuys 

palimpsest 

“the good and 
the beautiful 

only appear in 
the nature of 

things during 

the 
development 

of beings” 
-Speussipus 

Process of 
moving the 

indeterminate 

toward the 

determinant 

“can something 

stable emerge from 
the shaky matrix 

on which it is 

based?” 
-Ander Monson 

“make me open 

up and cease to 
be alone” 
-Peter Handke 

Strife.  Love. 
-Empedocles 

“scarcely configured 
...brought together 

for a real 

achievement... as if, 
from fara away, out 

of scattered things, 

serious and enduring 
work were being 

planned.” 
-Rainer M Rilke 

“integrated 

parallelism” 
-Roman Jakobsen 

“transactional 
rapport” 
-Umberto Eco 



“Reciprocity – it all comes down / To that / As with lovers / When it's right you can't say / who 
is kissing whom” 

-Gregory Orr 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

still. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

quiet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

rest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

regroup. 

Paul Celan 

“the interior 
vacancy in whih 

the world is 

redisposed” 
-Georges Poulet 

Andre du 

Bouchet 

Andre Masson 

Clyfford Still 

Yves 

Bonnefoy 



 sometimes the archaeology seems endless 
 

brings chaos 
 

disturbs balances 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

reconciliation  withdrawal  return  differentiation 
  communion 
 
 
 
 Back to the beginning of the story beginning of the approaching 
and responding 
   of the same story again 
       different 
from here 

from there 
   from nows 
         or thens 
 

If reality is living experience 
 

an infinity of fragments      an inclusive mosaic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

Arnold Schoenberg 

“my thought is nothing 

but bewilderment. The 
bewilderment of being 

what happens to me... 

my consciousness of 
being is at one and the 

same time a knowledge 

and an ignorance.” 
-Marivaux 

“as children love 

the sand and 
water and 

whatever is fluid 

and flexible 
because they can 

mold it to their 

will.” 
-Joseph Joubert 

form-giving concept 

Machado de Assis 

Franz Kafka 

Ludwig Beethoven 

Hermann Broch 

puffin on my side 



“Everything may be expressed with almost nothing at all” 
-Jean Fautrier 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

now.  And moving.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BUT NOBODY'S WRITING 
 
 

“But nobody’s writing…to take word after word, 
In a deliberately slow movement, to the end of the sentence, to a collapse, 

to a brilliant, infinitesimal flash.  A flash so intangible that the heart stops in a strange joy, 
and even the mind is hardly able to find its match in any possible repetition – 

none of these repetitions (including imaginary ones) would be able to grasp its exploding 
dispersal, when nothing appears in the place of the anticipated emergence, 

when something like suspended speculative dust takes an endlessly long time 
to fall out on objects, anticipations, things, and memories – 

on the one hand, preserving them, rendering them eternally invulnerable, 
and on the other, altering their outlines perhaps by the very quality of inevitable permanence 

in the incompleteness of expected transformation… 
…something that failed to become a thing of existence… 

…it’s as difficult to describe life’s components as it is to describe the compositions 
Of any given thing, its projections, shadows, and time… 

…Failure after failure.  Life is life.” 
-Arkadii Dragomoshchenko 

 

 

 

“No matter.  Try again.  Fail again.  Fail better.” 
-Samuel Beckett 

 

 



In the beginning was the word, logos, the speech-act, the deed (Goethe) 

 

 And the word begat the “Tale of Sinuhe” which begat “The Tale of King Cheop’s Court” 

which begat Gilgamesh.  And Gilgamesh remained for many many years upon the earth and 

begat Enuma Elish and Erra and Ishum which begat In the Day which also begat The Book of 

Enoch, Homer, and Hammurabi.  And of A True Story were begotten both The Ass and The Acts 

of Paul, from whence were begotten The Acts of Thomas, An Ethiopian Story and Recognitions.  

Begetting The Life of Antony, The Book of Palaces and The Dwelling of Playful Goddesses.  

Which begat The Arabian Nights which begat The Tale of the Hollow Tree, and these all and 

each begat nameless more unto the begetting of The Story Without a Name, The Book of the 

Grail, and Egil’s Saga, begetting The Wishing-Stone of Narratives and The Decameron to The 

Three Kingdoms, Le Morte d’Arthur and The Life of Milarepa.  Which begat Hypnerotomachia 

Poliphili, Gargantua and Pantagruel, and Popul Vuh.  From whence came upon the earth Don 

Quixote and Tristram Shandy, Thomas of Reading and The Sound of the Kiss. 

 Begotten from these… 

“of the making of books there is no end” 

     and books are begotten of words 

which beget facts and meanings and selves and others 

  which beget concepts and subjects, objects and phenomena 

which beget cosmology and philosophy, alchemy and artistry 

  which beget thought and persons and love and society 

which begat history and tragedy and romance and epic 

  begetting future and past, number and belief 

which begat spirit and animal and something and nothing 

  begetting chocolate and emotion, purpose and brain 

which begat question and fragile and mouth and 

all that is, that comes to be, 

comes to be through language and its various guises and gestures, manifestations of letters and 

speeches, sentences and song, hieroglyphs and codes, scripture and notation and sounds. 

 

In the beginning was the word-as-deed, 

thus was in the begging from out of and into all things that were, are and will be, 

 

“But nobody’s writing” 

 

Now. 

 

 



 And Nobody writes reflections and dreams, visions and texts, icons and images and 

symbols.  Gestures and absence, years and museums, qualities and quantities and selected 

poems. 

 Nobody writes books and treatises, labyrinths and graphs.  Writes music and figures, 

anatomies and maps and accounts.  Writes reports and correspondence, fantasies and dysplasia.  

Grammars and values and novels.  Writes infinity and interpolation.  Logic and medicine and 

sex.  “I” and “tree” and “world.” 

 

 Nobody’s writing, as some giant written cybernetic machine goes on blipping out signals 

without cease onto air and wire and ether.  As, long after “death” cellular particles continue 

translating and deconstructing, erasing and reformulating texts texts signals and signs. 

 

 In the beginning was the dynamic language, logos, the same was in the beginning, “in 

the beginning.” 

 

 “But nobody’s writing.” 

 Anything and everything. 

 Including unseen cosmos. 

 Including your life. 

 Including, including, including. 

 

 If there is or is not a forest.  As if the trunks and branches are marks ever undergoing 

wind or rain, sunlight and change.   

 Or a sensation (does or does not) occur until nobody’s writing.  Ubiquitously and 

without time while time-writing itself. 

 Two and two, two times two, quarto, quatro, fore! 

 Nobody’s writing. 

 Your name _______________ 

 Address ________________________________________________ 

 Emotion ____________________________________ 

 Memory _____________________________________ 

 

 “Can only those hope who can talk?  Only those who have mastered the use of a 

language.  That is to say, the phenomena of hope are modes of this complicated form of life” 

(Ludwig Wittgenstein) this “rich thicket of reality” (William James) this “boundless thicket” 

(Robert Musil) this “infinite process of interpretation” (C.S. Peirce). 

 All in scribble quotes.  Each “word,” “logos,” “act,” “intention.” 

 

 What you once thought were ideas, instructions, facts: word(s). 

 Statements, sensations, pains and pleasures: word(s). 

 Perceptible fragment, intuition, hunch, yes “flesh,” yes “event,” “occurrence,” only if 

Nobody’s writing. 

 But, and, therefore, Nobody’s writing. 

 

 Now.  As the space module is disassembled outside of our “galaxy” and unimaginable 

digits begin to unpack the wires, the effluvia, the scored plates… 

 As her voice wails above every traffic he’s ever heard or imagined that “it’s over!  I 

cannot!  Anymore!  You mother-fucker! I hate!” stomping sounds, socks strewn about, 

somnolent racket… 



 And the small puck of a metal contrived thocks and spins inward through nylon and 

Teflon and cloth, through plastic and leather and skin, through muscle and organ and bone… 

 The fog and glaze that fills the visible horizon of the checker after standing there, 

staring and repeating, staring and repeating, staring and repeating for eleven straight ten-hour 

days… 

 Child breathing or being breathed for, tiny body forced to inhale exhale on the sterile 

bracketed white surface in radiation’s glare and vaccinated air… 

 Says the officer, thumping a fat dull fist against a falsely wooden door, again the title 

and offence you feel guilty for without even comprehending… 

 In the saturate blanketing sun with ash-like grains of sand massaging her back amidst 

smells of salt and butter and yeast rising… 

 The barely blades greening through the knellish frozen brine of the bay in a farther 

North than ever has ever… 

 Beginning, commencing, conjoining, collectively with the steam-like shriek of capsules 

of fiberglass under the earth in concrete tubings prepared to nearly fly and filled up… 

 Was the scent of years of dust and mothballs, mouse droppings, hairspray and grease 

known as “grandma’s house…” 

 The sticky ticking of rounded composite squares under her delicate filigreed finger-pads 

pressing and dancing without thought or reflection emotion into sign into sentence made of… 

 Word after word after word, in yellow, in red, every shade, tone or hue known to be 

possible, in light in sound in pulse and wave in neuron and parchment and bronze, font and 

flash and ear… 

 That nobody’s writing but… 

 You are waiting in a room for an examination that should have happened years ago 

before this palpable mass of fear and flesh had become just so, so that you… 

 Are stumbled along high elevations, crusted somehow gently onto ice-cold rocks and 

stones, clinging in unimaginable determination without the faculty of intention, lichen, moss… 

 Reading the intricate subtexts of his lover’s iris and pupil, lash and brow, listening to 

unvoiced expressions like deciphering water to… 

 Take the thing she found assuredly, justifiably by accident, just there – who would have 

left, let alone lost, such a thing but how lucky or fortunate or guilty or twisted would she be if 

she simply pocketed or utilized… 

 It never feels like that long ago when it occurs again, in fact it mostly feels like always 

even though he knows it’s the exception not the rule and that any real progress, any authenticity 

and openness would require something much more… 

 Slowly the blazing incandescent outer space trash (accidentally collided satellite 

destructed bodies) seem truly to float not fall as they are chided toward the disease that gave 

rise to them now fearing the damage it might cause… 

 Because when her lips came ever so potently, hesitantly, purposively and insecurely 

toward your bruised and embarrassed, scared-as-shit cheekbone quivering and ravenous… 

 It cannot be all, all that is known, or knowable, what’s been amassed until now, eons of 

marks and recordings, assessments and wild-ass hypotheses, hyperboles… 

 Is that what you think?  Is that what you think you little retard? the father brutalizes the 

hardly child on the street below as the freshly procured cone plops across the 3T tanktop and 

resumes its inevitable death on asphalt… 

 Very shortly you will be awarded a diploma that proclaims you as an achiever, an elite 

combination of body and mind possessing all that is required to become the leaders of the 

human species… 

 Important was the acidic wrenching of what felt like electrified bile in the region of her 



sternum every time he spoke this way in this tone with that look regardless of what his words 

were saying… 

 That when the claws first evolved out of such gentile fragile-seeming paws and rabbit 

furs to lay tracks fast as lightning of stinging blood and some other fluid from the infant’s eyes 

and… 

 You stood back, aghast at the grandeur, somehow expanding monumentally to the size 

of a pinprick at the edge of the canyon as it cut away hundreds and thousands of miles of years 

of earth… 

 Try to hear where it all comes from, the origins, causes and hints.  Infer, deduce, inquire 

and above all, be still!  Just listen!  Longer, please, this is crucial, stop, silence, try… 

 To the boy in third grade, your hand sweating and so cold after you’d practiced so many 

nights after nights the lines the shapes the shading and forms and rehearsed and sang and spoke 

them into the mirror until finally it sounded impeccable, true, adequate, he must… 

 Understand when x represents y in the condition and context of /p/ when replacing r 

and the prospective equation entailing phoneme /m/ allowing for /m2/ and n+… 

 

 But nobody’s writing this… 

 or he’s brushing his teeth for the words and their music are too complex and too many.  

The limitations of brain and time, body and supply.  He doesn’t know. 

 So nobody’s reading – what is there to read?  Too much and too many and all layered 

over on the concrete walls and telephone poles and any posting-board for the nations, 

nationalities, public.  Too much to read, so nobody’s reading slowly, saturatedly, carefully, or 

how many things, types of things, let alone letters, can be “read”? in a lifetime, even if it could 

be devoted to such a ruminant and apperceptive activity, what with the limitations of mind and 

time and body, and the unlimited production of object and voices and semes and language and 

 But nobody’s writing…he means the Dragomoshchenko, Gaddis, Wallace, Ekelof, 

Wittgenstein, Pessoaic way, the way nobody’s reading because nobody’s writing anymore.  

Evermore. 

 Nobody’s thinking about it.  Which doesn’t help the reading or writing of it. 

 Those that are are thinking depart-mentally, compart-mentally, abstractedly 

(distractedly). 

 Another reason nobody’s reading, writing and so on… 

  

 Seeing. 

 

 Consistent assessment – too much is too little, too little, too much. 

 Nobody reads Thomas Bernhard for a mind-mirroring chatter and blather, each and all. 

 Nobody’s writing because nobody’s reading Sterne, Gass, Blanchot, Goldbarth; 

Nietzsche, Jabes, Heidegger in that one slow way everyone would do differently. 

 And Stories in the Worst Way. 

 Nobody’s overwhelmed.  Seems everyone is.  If looking, or trying to read.  Seeing, or 

trying to write?  It’s underwhelming.  Too much. 



“This preface is late, but not too late – what, after all, do five or six years matter? 

A book like this, a problem like this, is in no hurry; we both, I just as much as my book, 

are friends of lento.  It is not for nothing that I have been a philologist, perhaps I am a 

philologist still, that is to say, a teacher of slow reading: - in the end I also write slowly. 

Nowadays it is not only my habit, it is also to my taste...no longer to write anything which does 

not reduce to despair every sort of person who is 'in a hurry.'  For philology is that venerable art 

which demands of its votaries one thing above all: to go aside, to take time, to become still, to 

become slow – it is a goldsmith's art and connoisseurship of the word which has nothing but 

delicate, cautious work to do and achieves nothing if it does not achieve it lento. 

But precisely for this reason it is more necessary than ever today, by precisely this means does it 

entice us and enchant us the most, in the midst of an age of 'work,' that is to say, of hurry, 

of indecent and perspiring haste, which wants to 'get everything done' at once, including every 

old or new book: - this art does not so easily get anything done, it teaches to read well, that is, to 

read slowly, deeply, looking cautiously before and aft, with reservations, with doors left open, 

with delicate eyes and fingers.” 

-Friedrich Nietzsche 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


